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Introduction   
  

Welcome   to    Gemini   Explore!    An   intuitive   visual-based   data   exploration   tool   that   works   directly   on   
Splunk,   CSV   or   JDBC   data   sources.     

Using   this   dynamic   multi-layer   visualization   tool,   the   user   is   able   to   drill-down   and   interact   with   their   
data.   This   process   is   simple   and   intuitive   to   use,   as   it   mimics   the   way   our   brains   ‘think’.   When   we   

discover   something   interesting,   we   instinctively   
want   to   know   more   detail   and   how   it   may   
relate   to   other   datasets.     

Understanding   the   connections   between   data,   
and   deriving   meaning   from   their   relationships   
does   not   necessarily   mean   gathering   new   
data.   Significant   insight   can   be   drawn   from   
your   existing   data,   simply   by   reframing   the   
problem   and   looking   at   it   in   a   new   way.     

Gemini   Explore   helps   you   to   become   
significantly   more   productive   by   quickly   
discovering   connections,   relationships   and   
insights   within   your   data.   

  

  

  

Key   Takeaways   
● Gemini   Data   helps   data   and   analytics   personnel   find   unknown   insights   and   relationships   in   

data   not   easily   analyzed   with   traditional   tools.   
● The   technology   in   Gemini   Explore   can   relate   entities   across   ‘everything   data’.   From   here,   

consider   the   use   of   algorithms   to   improve   your   AI   and   ML   initiatives.     
● This   technology   can   comb   through   thousands   of   records   and   documents   that   thrive   on   the   

relationships   between   them.     

  
This    Administration   Guide    is   designed   to   offer   a   comprehensive   view   of    Gemini   Explore    including;   
installation   details,   how   to   ingest   data,   a   tutorial,   maintenance,   and   how   to   work   with   the   Explore   
canvas.     

For   a   quick   introduction   to   Gemini   Explore,   for   instance,   if   you   are   taking   part   in   our   trial   program,   you   
may   also   find   the    Gemini   Explore   -   Quick   Start   Guide    helpful.   
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New   Features   -   Highlights   -   Ver   1.1   
Data   Input   Wizard   
A   new    Data   Input   Wizard    has   consolidated   all   configurations   into   one   data   input   wizard.   The   wizard   
will   accelerate   the   data   input   process   during   creation   and   editing,   by   guiding   the   user   to   complete   all   
the   required   steps   such   as;   data   source,   query   command,   and   the   data   model   itself.   

  
  

New   Explore   App   -   Salesforce   
A   new   Gemini-supported   app   -   ‘ Explore   for     Salesforce ’   has   been   integrated   allowing   the   user   to   
inspect   Salesforce   CRM   data.   This   offers   the   ability   to   analyze   and   explore   CRM   data   in   a   graphical   
way,   and   to   visualize   its   complex   relationships   on   the   Explore   Canvas.   

  

  

Other   New   Features   
● The   Timeline   now   supports   timestamps   from   raw   data.   In   the   timeline   window,   time   ranges   will   

operate   when   a   special   node   property   is   used   -    startsOn    and    endsOn    -   that   indicate   the   time   
format   values.   

● The   ‘Search’   filter   can   now   operate   on   a    property   of   a   node ,   allowing   the   user   to   search   and   
filter   specific   property   values   on   the   Exploration   Canvas.   

● Relationship   labels   are   highlighted   on   the   canvas   whilst   hovering   the   cursor   over   the   
relationship   connection.   
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1.   Overview   of   Gemini   Explore 
  

Gemini   Explore   forms   part   of   our   Gemini   Enterprise   suite   and   as   such   benefits   from   the   hardened   
security   environment   used   throughout   our   product   range   for   your   peace   of   mind.    It   is   available   as   an   
on-prem   appliance,   or   as   a   VMware   OVA,   HyperV,   AWS   AMI,   or   Azure   package.   
For   our   existing   Customers,   simply   upgrade   your   existing    Gemini   Central    environment   to   at   least   
Version   2.8 ,   and   nominate   one   of   your   instances   to   become   a   Gemini   Explore   trial.    Once   proven   as   a   
useful   addition   that   adds   value   to   your   current   environment,   we   would   strongly   recommend   that   a   
dedicated   Gemini   instance   be   introduced   to   enhance   the   power   and   range   of   Gemini   Explore   for   a   
production   environment.   
Please   contact   any   member   of   the   Gemini   team   or   contact    support@geminidata.com    to   arrange   a   
trial.    A   Tutorial   together   with   sample   data   is   included   within   this   document,   and   more   information   is   
available   from   our    Support   Portal    in   order   to   help   familiarise   yourself   with   the   technology.   This   
document   assumes   that   you   have   a   dedicated   Gemini   Enterprise   instance   available   on   which   to   
conduct   the   Gemini   Explore   installation.   
  
  
  

2.   Prerequisites   for   Installation   
Resource   Requirements   
The   following   specifications   dictate   the    minimum    recommended   system   requirements   for   Explore,   
however,   these   will   vary   considerably   depending   on   the   volume   of   data   involved.   
  

  
Ensure   that   the   following   ports   are   accessible   from   the   local   network;   
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CPU   4   cores   

RAM   8   GB   

DISK  200   GB   

NIC   1   x   1GB   Ethernet     

Gemini   Explore   SSH/SCP   

80:tcp    and    9000:tcp   22:tcp   

mailto:support@geminidata.com
https://support.geminidata.com/docs
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3.   Installation   of   Gemini   Explore 
  

If   you   are   interested   in   integrating    Gemini   Explore    with   your   existing    Gemini   Central    environment   
you   will   need   at   least   one    Gemini   Enterprise    (V2.8   or   higher)   instance   to   be   dedicated   as   its   host.     

Login   to   the   web   interface   of   the    Gemini   Enterprise    instance   chosen   to   host    Gemini   Explore   
(https://<gemini_instance>)   using   the   credentials   assigned.   Refer   to   your   Network   Administrator   for   
details   of   login   credentials.   

  

From   the    Home    dashboard   (below),   select   the   ‘ Activate ’   button   from   the    Gemini   Explore     Featured   
Platform    panel.   

    

  
  

To   install    Gemini   Explore ,   an   ‘ Explore   Install   Pack ’(explore-x-x.pack)   is   required.   This   can   be   
obtained   on   request   from   ( support@geminidata.com ).     
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Note   
It   is   imperative   that   public   internet   access   is   available   from   the   Gemini   
Explore   host,   in   order   to   download   the   required   Explore   components.   

mailto:support@geminidata.com
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Once   the    Explore   Install   Pack    has   been   received   and   stored   locally   at   your   workstation,   select   the  
‘ Upload ’   facility   to   locate   the   install   pack   and   upload   it   to   the   host.     
At   the   following   screen,   select   the   ‘ Install ’   button   to   proceed   with   the   installation.   

  
  

The   installation   will   take   several   minutes,   and   on   completion,   the    Explore   Components    resource   
dashboard   will   be   visible.   This   can   be   revealed   at   any   time,   using   the    Explore   icon    on   the   vertical   
menu   bar   to   view   current   resources.   
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Use   the   ‘ Open   Gemini   Explore ’   button   to   open   the    Gemini   Explore    web   interface   in   a   new   browser   
tab,   or   simply   enter   the   following   URI   into   any   Browser:     

https://<explore_instance>:9000/graph-explorer   
  

  

  
Login   using   the   default   credentials:   

● Username:    init@geminidata.com   
● Password:    changeme   

  

  

Licencing   Gemini   Explore   
In   order   to   use    Gemini   Explore    it   needs   to   have   a   valid    Gemini   Central    license.   This   can   be   provided   
locally   by   the   Gemini   Central   instance   running   Gemini   Explore,   or   from   an   external    Gemini   Central   
instance   that   is   operating   as   a    Gemini   License   Manager .   

From   the    Gemini   Central    web   interface,   navigate   to    License   /   License   Status    and   verify   that   either   a   
valid   Full   or   Trial   license   is   in   place.   

If   the   Licence   is   local,   navigate   to   the    License   /   License   Server    menu,   and   select   the   ‘ Yes ’   
tab   to   ‘ Allow   Remote   Access ’.   

Add   an   asterisk   ( * )   in   the   box   marked   ‘ White   List ’,   and   select   the   ‘ Update ’   button   (see   below)   
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Note   If   you   receive   a   ‘ 400   Bad   Request ’   message,   ensure   you   use   the    https://   
prefix   and   continue   on   to   accept   the   inevitable   certificate   warning.   
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4.   Gemini   Explore   -   Components   
  

Exploration   Dashboard   
Login   to    Gemini   Explore    using   the   default   credentials   (see   above)   to   reveal   the   default    Gemini   
Exploration    dashboard.   

  
The    Exploration    dashboard   of    Gemini   Explore    is   used   to   observe   the   results   of   your   data   modeling.   
This   allows   you   to   intuitively   explore   your   data   sources   using   the   visual   technology   built-in   to   Gemini   
Explore.     

Access   to    Gemini   Explore    is   granted   over   a   secure   browser   connection   using   port   9000   (ie.   
https://10.10.10.10:9000/graph-explorer)   

  
Data   Modeling   Dashboard   
This   consists   of   a   set   of   dashboards   that   facilitate   the   creation   of   ‘ models ’   used   as   the   basis   of   your   
visualization.   Models   themselves   comprise   a   mix   of   elements   including;   Sources   and   Queries,   aligned   
specifically   to   each   data   project.   

  
  

Admin   Dashboard   
The    Admin   Dashboard    offers   control   of    User    and   group   ( Teams )   access   to   the   data.    It   also   provides   
a   way   to   add   different    Icons,    enabling   customization   of   the   Exploration   canvas.  
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Explorer   Apps    currently   available   out-of-the-box,   currently   consist   of    Explore   for   Splunk   Admin ,   
and    Explore   for   Salesforce .   These   must   be   enabled   if   they   are   required   to   run.   

  

5.   Connecting   Data   Sources   to   Gemini   Explore 
  

Overview   of   available   Data   Source   connections   

CSV   
When   reviewing    CSV    data   sources,   we   strongly   recommend   the   use   of   basic   file   editors   such   as   
TextMate,   VIM,   notepad++,   etc.    Avoid   the   use   of   Microsoft   Excel   if   possible,   as   it   will   adversely   affect   
the   structure   of   CSV   files   resulting   in   errors.    Any   doubt   about   the   validity   of   your   CSV   source   can   be   
eliminated   by   obtaining   the    dos2unix    utility   and   running   this   against   all   your   CSV   data   sources   prior   to   
ingesting   into   Gemini   Explore.     

  
Splunk   
The   use   of    Splunk    as   a   source   for   your   data   offers   you   the   ability   to   transform   the   data   prior   to   its   
ingestion   in    Gemini   Explore    which   simply   ingests   the   output   of   a   Splunk   search.     

Matching   field   names   to   other   data   sources   and   creating   new   fields   on-the-fly   can   be   achieved   using   
the   Splunk   SPL   search   query   language.   

Data   can   be   retrieved   from   Splunk   Indexes,   or   you   may   wish   to   create   a   Data   Model   specifically   for   
your   chosen   data   source.    Either   way,   Splunk   offers   an   easy-to-use   interface   with   many   advantages   
for   formatting   and   transforming   your   data   source   for   use   in   a   Gemini   Explore   model.   

  

JDBC   
When   dealing   with   sources   such   as    MySQL/MariaDB    or    PostgreSQL ,   Gemini   Explore   can   leverage   
the   SQL   query   language   to   manipulate   datasets   prior   to   ingesting,   in   order   to   combine   with   other   data   
sources   on   the   canvas.   
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6.   Fundamentals   of   Modeling   with   Gemini   Explore 
  

In   order   to   take   your   CSV,   Splunk,   and   JDBC   data   sources   and   produce   something   meaningful   at   the   
Explore   canvas,   suitable   ‘models’   need   to   be   created   to   transform   each   Source   into   a   series   of   
Nodes ,    Edges,    and    Properties .   In   the   case   of   Splunk   and   JDBC   sources,   this   can   be   combined   with   
a   query   that   filters   and   combines   the   data   specifically   for   the   model   to   use   at   the   Explore   Canvas.     

This   provides   intuitive   data   analysis   by   a   user   who   needs   no   specific   language   skills.   Simply   select   
nodes   and   double-click   them   to   reveal   connections,   relationships,   and   data   insights.   

  

Data   Modeling   -   Basic   Rules   of   the   Road   
It   is   likely   that   you   will   have   multiple   data   sources   that   you   wish   to   explore   together   interactively   using   
Gemini   Explore.    During   your   review   of   each   data   source,   familiarise   yourself   with   the   column   headers   
or   field   names,   and   the   data   contained   within.    Knowing   your   data    is   fundamental   to   a   successful   
outcome,   so   ensure   that   you   understand   what   actually   makes   up   the   columns   and   fields   from   each   
dataset.   

  
Consider   the   following   general   rules   &   definitions   for   Modeling;   

● Modeling   is   the   process   of   defining    nodes ,    relationships(edges) ,   and    properties .   
● A   model’s   rules   will   be   applied   to    every    line,   row,   or   event   within   your   data   source.   
● Each   model   should   have   at   least   one   node   category   but   will   need   at   least   two   node   categories   

(source   and   target)   to   include   a   relationship(known   as   an   ‘edge’).  
● A   ‘ node ’   will   be   created   on   the   canvas   if   at   least   one   of   its   properties   has   a   value   for   any   given  

row.   
● A   ' relationship '   will   be   created   if   both   its   source   and   target   nodes   are   present,   regardless   of   

properties,   and   its   direction   given   as   per   the   model   design.   
● A   ‘ relationship ’   can   be   bi-directional   if   defined   in   mutually   opposite   directions   within   two   

models.   

Every   successful   model   starts   with   a   thumbnail   sketch   or   whiteboard   diagram   that   establishes   how   the   
data   should   ultimately   look.     

This   is   immensely   helpful   to   establish   which    headers/fields    will   be   required   as    Nodes ,   how   the   
key-fields   from   different   data   sources   will   relate( Edges ),   and   which    headers/fields    will   make   useful   
supporting   metrics,   ie.    Properties .   

The   following   is   an   example   of   a   typical   wireframe   diagram,   outlining   names   of   headers/fields   that   will   
become    Nodes ,   and   which   will   become    Properties .   It   also   defines   the   initial   relationship   required   
between   nodes;   
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This   diagram   will   give   the   project   direction   and   structure.   Note   in   the   example   how   fields   such   as   
‘ Born ’   and   ‘ Nationality ’   have   been   used   as    Properties    rather   than    Nodes .    This   could   be   for   reasons   
of   simplicity   or   because   they   are   more   useful   as   supporting   metrics/values   to   the   Nodes   themselves.   

  
Considerations   for   completing   an   effective   Model   using   Gemini   Explore;   

● Which    headers/fields    in   your   dataset   will   become   ‘ nodes ’   on   your   canvas.   
● Which    headers/fields    in   your   dataset   will   be   more   useful   as   ‘ properties ’   of   a   node.   
● Tags (node   categories)   will   be   used   to    merge    with   other   datasets   that   bear   the   same   Tag.   This   

can   be   used   as   a   simple   normalization   strategy   for   datasets   that   use   different   field/header   
values   for   the   same   data.   

● Each   Tag’s   ‘ Label ’   value    must    match   the   Splunk   field   /   Database   field   /   CSV   header   name   
exactly.    By   default,   each    Tag    is   defined   as   a   unique   ‘ key-field '   value   within   your   dataset.   This   
feature   can   be   removed   if   desired   using   the   checkbox.     

● Consider   carefully   each    Edge (relationship)   that   occurs   between   nodes.   This   can   transform   
how   your   data   is   represented   on   the   canvas.   

Remember   this   is   an   iterative   process,   and   it   may   take   a   couple   of   attempts   for   you   to   establish   the   
correct   nodes,   properties   and   edges.    This   is   entirely   expected   and   each   model   can   be   built,   modified   
and   redeployed   before   a   final   useful   outcome   is   established.     

  
  

Data   Modeling   -   Considerations   

Node   or   Property?   
When   confronted   with   a   new   dataset   that   you   want   to   represent   on   the   canvas,   questions   such   as   
these   arise;   whether   to   use    all    the   fields   available   within   your   dataset,   whether   they   should   all   be   
created   as   Nodes,   or   whether   to   create   a   mixture   of   Nodes   and   Properties.     

There   are   options,   but   essentially   only   use   a   field/header   from   your   dataset   that   you   believe   will   be   
important   to   your   use-case,   or   will   add   some   value.    It   is   easy   to   add   another   field   to   your   model   later   
on,   and   this   approach   will   reduce   the   complexity   of   your   task   in   hand.   
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General   guidance   rules   to   help   to   create   the   ideal   model;   

● Do   not   be   tempted   to   create   too   many   nodes.    Each   additional   node   increases   the   complexity   
and   can   obscure   the   overall   effectiveness   of   the   model.  

● Consider   adding   a   header/field   as   a   ‘ Property ’   rather   than   as   a   ‘ Node ’,   if   it   will   add   more   value   
as   additional   detail   that   will   enhance   the   node   itself.   Of   course,   the   field   can   be   a   Node   and   a   
Property   too.   

● Use   multiple    Tags    to   categorize   data.   Each   one   creates   a   ‘ node   category '   available   to   add   to   
the    Exploration    canvas.   

● Ensure   that   each    Edge (relationship)   is   described   accurately   and   orientated   correctly.   
Convention   dictates   it   is   usually   written   in   uppercase,   using   underscores   to   delimit   words   (ie.   
BELONGS_TO)   

Using   an   underlying   Key-field   as   a   control   
Data   sources   that   originate   from   databases   generally   contain   fields   that   are   unique   (Key   fields).   These   
provide   the   best   option   for   data   modeling   as   they   avoid   duplicate,   null,   or   ambiguous   values.   Choice   of   
the   correct   field   used   to   merge   with   other   datasets   at   the   canvas   is   very   important   and   can   make   all   
the   difference   to   the   overall   outcome.   
  

In   the   following   example   from   a   CRM   database,   the   Node   has   been   created   from   the    Username    field,   
but   crucially,   the   merge   option   is   removed   from   the    Tag    itself   and   applied   instead   to   the    User_ID    field,   
currently   one   of   its    Properties .   The   reason   for   this,   of   course,   is   that   the   value   here   is   guaranteed   to   
always    be   unique,   which   provides   a   much   better   merge   option   than   Username.   
  

  
  

● Source   field:     Username    -   chosen   to   represent   the   CRM   field   for   the   User,   but   one   that   could   
potentially   contain   a   duplicate,   ie.   two   users   called   ‘John   Smith’,   so   the   ‘ unique   key ’   checkbox   
has   been    removed .   

● Tag   value:      User   -     chosen   to   create   the    Node   Category    name   that   will   be   visible   on   the   
canvas.   

● Property   value:   User_ID    -   chosen   as   the   ‘ unique   key ’   value,   as   this   will    always    be   unique.   
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Re-using   the   Node   as   an   additional   Property   
When   creating    Nodes ,   remember   that   the    Profiler    panel   is   a   great   source   of   additional   data   that   
augments   a   highlighted   Node   on   the   canvas.   For   this   reason,   it   is   often   useful   to   include   the   actual   
Node   value   itself   as   a    Property    that   will   show   up   in   the   Profiler   panel.   
  

  
  

In   the   example   above,   the    Role   ID    node   value   has   also   been   made   a    Property    so   that   it   will   enrich   
the   values   listed   in   the    Profiler    panel.   
  
  

7.   Data   Input   Wizard   -   Overview 
  

The   easiest   way   to   bring   a   new   dataset   into    Gemini   Explore    is   to   use   the   built-in    Data   Inputs   Wizard .   
From   the    Data   Modeling   Dashboard ,   select   the   ‘ Add   New ’   button   to   invoke   the   wizard   and   reveal   the   
following   interface.   
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Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Job   Name   
To   begin   the   process,   define   a   suitable    Job   Name    that   will   represent   your   chosen   dataset.     
Consider   using   a   naming   convention   for   each   job   as   this   will   ultimately   help   to   locate   specific   use-case   
Project   components.    A   suggestion   for   the   naming   schedule   is   shown   below   with   some   examples   in   
the   table;     
< project_name >_< source_type >_< data_type >   

  

  
When   you   have   decided   on   the   desired    Job   Name ,   enter   this   in   the   box   provided   and   select   the   
source   type   icon    as   appropriate.    The   next   few   sections   in   this   guide   will   describe   the    Data   Input   
Wizard    process   for   the   following   sources   of   data.   

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   CSV   Data   Source   
Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Splunk   Data   Source   
Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Salesforce   Data   Source   
Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   MySql   Data   Source   
Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   PostgreSQL   Data   Source   

  
  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   CSV   Data   Source   
CSV’s   offer   a   reliable   interface   to   the   world   of   Graph   technology   providing   a   convenient   method   of   
adding   structured   data   into   Gemini   Explore.   Whether   this   is   to   replicate   a   data   source   for   testing  
purposes,   or   to   enrich   existing   data   sources   with   passive   or   infrequently   changing   datasets,   CSV’s   are   
extremely   versatile.   
The    Data   Modeling   Dashboard    selects   the    CSV     Source   Type    as   a   default.   
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   continue   with   the   CSV   Data   Input.     
Existing   CSVs   will   be   listed   on   the   next   screen   if   they   exist.   
To   add   a   new    CSV    source,   use   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Source ’   link   
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Either   drop   the   CSV   file   into   the    Source   Name    box,   or   select   the   link   to   locate   the   file.     

  
The    Source   Name    is   automatically   populated   based   on    Job   Name    reference,   but   it   can   be   edited.   
Use   the    Advanced    link,   if   you   require   to   skip   header   rows,   or   change   the   delimiter   types.     
Some   CSV’s   come   with   a   preamble   or   series   of   comments   that   dominate   the   first   few   lines.    If   this   is   
the   case,   use   the   ‘ Skip   Header ’   option   to   remove   the   lines   prior   to   the   ‘header’   row.   
The   ‘ Size ’   value   is   simply   there   to   control   memory   usage,   the   default   is   usually   optimal.   
Match   the    Delimiters    used   within   the   CSV   source,   for   both   field   boundaries   and   string   selections.   
The    Columns    entry   is   optional   but   can   be   useful   for   CSV’s   that   have   non-human   generated   or   foreign   
language   headers   that   you   wish   to   modify   at   source.    Note   that   you   will   either   need   to   modify    every   
column   header   in   the   data   source   or   none   at   all.   

  
Select   ‘ Next ’   to   move   to   the    Models    stage.   This   is   documented   here,    Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   
Model     
  

  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Splunk   Data   Source   
Adding   a   connection   to   Splunk   will   allow   access   to   any   data   that   is   obtainable   from   a   Splunk   search   
query   using   an   authenticated   Splunk   user   account.   Combine   this   with   data   from   other   sources   to   
reveal   the   power   of   Gemini   Explore.   
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From   the    Data   Modeling   Dashboard ,   select   the   ‘ Add   New ’   button   to   invoke   the    Data   Inputs   Wizard,   
and   from   this   select   the    Splunk    source   type.   

  
Add   a   suitable    Job   Name    that   will   represent   the   overall   use-case   project,   the   data   source   and   data   
type,   ie.   ITops_splunk_localAssets   
Select   ‘ Next’    to   create   the   Splunk   connection.     

  
Existing   Splunk   connections   will   be   listed   here.   
Create   a   new   connection   using   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Source ’   link.   

  
The    Source   Name    is   automatically   populated   based   on    Job   Name    reference.   Edit   the   remainder   of   
the   form   to   include;   

● IP/DNS   name   of   the   Splunk   host   that   will   be   used   to   supply   the   data   
● A   suitable   Splunk   username:password   combination   able   to   access   the   required   data.   

Use   the   ‘ Test ’   button   here   to   verify   the   details   entered.   Note   that   this   test   can   take   up   to   one   minute   to   
return   a   result.   Possible   outcomes   here   include;   TEST_PASSED,   TIMEOUT_ERROR,   
CREDENTIALS_ERROR.     
Timeout   errors   are   usually   caused   by   incorrect   or   inaccessible   IP/DNS/port   details,   and   401   errors   are   
usually   caused   by   an   incorrect   username:password   combination.   
If   for   any   reason   the   Test   fails,   it   will   not   be   possible   to   use   the   ‘ Next ’   button.     
The    Advanced    tab   is   only   really   necessary   if   Splunk’s   management   port   is   different   from   the   
default(8089).   Overwrite   the     default    Port    value   here,   if   required.   
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Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   on   to   the   Splunk    Query    stage.     
  

  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Splunk   Query   
One   advantage   of   using   a   Splunk   Data   Input   is   access   to   the   Splunk   SPL   language.    Users   familiar   
with   the   Splunk   language   can   formulate   queries   that   are   able   to   access   multiple   indexes   or   
datamodels.   This   data   is   easily   normalized   or   filtered   using   Splunk   commands   to   produce   a   final   
dataset   that   contains   exactly   the   information   required.   
Multiple   Splunk   queries   can   be   applied   to   the   same   Splunk   source   and   each   query   can   be   scheduled   
to   run   and   gather   new   data   as   appropriate.   

  
Existing   Splunk   queries   will   be   available   to   select   from   this   screen   should   they   exist.     
Create   a   new   query   by   selecting   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Query ’   link.   

  
The    Query   Name    will   be   automatically   populated   based   on   the   Source.   Edit   the   remainder   of   the   form   
to   include;   

● Query:    A   Splunk   query   that   defines,   filters,   and   normalizes   the   data   source   to   a   format   that   
can   be   easily   combined   with   data   from   other   sources.   
Begin   the   search   query   with   a   pipe   symbol   and   command   combination.   The   following   are   
examples   of   acceptable   search   strings;   
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|   search   index=fortinet   |   stats   count   by   src_ip   dest_ip   action   status   app   user   
|   rest     
|   tstats     

● Earliest   Time:    Use   time   formats   familiar   to   Splunk,   ie.   -1h@h   to   represent   the   previous   hour.   
● Latest   Time:    Use   time   formats   familiar   to   Splunk,   ie.   -h@h   to   represent   the   start   of   the   latest   

hour.    Alternatively   use   ‘ now ’   to   represent   the   current   time.   
● Application(advanced):     Explore   assumes   that   the   ‘ Search ’   app   is   the   default    app   context   

within   which   the   search   is   run,   specify   another   app   context   here,   if   appropriate.   
  

Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   onto   the   creation   of   a   Model.   This   can   be   found   at   the   section   
entitled;    Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Model   
  

  
  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Salesforce   Data   Source   
Adding   a   connection   to   your    Salesforce    data   will   allow   access   to   leads,   personnel,   contacts,   company   
names,   etc.   This   could   be   useful   to   combine   with   other   datasets   within   your   organization.     
Alternatively,   simply   use   our    Salesforce   Explorer    app   which   has   been   prebuilt   to   give   you   insights   
into   your   CRM   data   out-of-the-box!     
To   create   your   own   connection   to   Salesforce,   from   the    Data   Modeling   Dashboard ,   select   the   ‘ Add   
New ’   button   to   invoke   the    Data   Inputs   Wizard,    and   from   this   select   the    Salesforce    source   type.   

  
Add   a   suitable    Job   Name    that   will   represent   the   overall   use-case   project,   the   data   source   and   data   
type,   ie.   AuditProj_SF_Orders   
Select   ‘ Next’    to   create   a   connection   to   your   Salesforce   environment   

  
If   an   existing   Salesforce   connection   has   been   created,   it   will   be   listed   here.     
Create   a   new   connection   to   your   Salesforce   environment   using   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Source ’   link.   
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The    Source   Name    is   automatically   populated   based   on    Job   Name    reference.   Edit   the   remainder   of   
the   form   to   include;   

● Instance:      <URI   of   your   Salesforce   environment>   ie.   https://login.salesforce.com   
● username:    <a   valid   Salesforce   Account   name>   
● password:    <a   valid   Salesforce   password>   
● security   token:    <a   valid   Security   Token>   This   token   must   match   the   user   account   used   here   

as   the   username   for   access.   If   you   do   not   know   your   Security   Token,   you   can   ‘reset’   it   and   
have   a   new   Security   Token   emailed   to   you   in   seconds   using   the   Settings   Menu   within   your   
Salesforce   Profile.   Please   refer   to   your   Salesforce   Administrator   if   you   need   more   information.   

There   is   a   ‘ Test ’   button   that   can   be   used   to   verify   details   entered   here   before   moving   on   through   the   
wizard.     
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   on   to   the   Salesforce    Query    stage.     
  

  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Salesforce   Query   
Using   a   Salesforce   query   will   allow   you   to   produce   a   final   dataset   that   contains   exactly   the   information   
required   for   your   use-case.     
Multiple   Salesforce   queries   can   be   applied   to   the   same   CRM   source,   or   you   can   have   queries   that   
interface   either   a    Sandbox    or   a    Production    environment,   which   can   be   useful   for   testing.   

  
Existing   Salesforce   queries   will   be   available   to   select   from   this   screen   should   they   exist.     
Create   a   new   query   by   selecting   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Query ’   link.   
The    Query   Name    will   be   automatically   populated   based   on   the   Source.   Edit   the   remainder   of   the   form   
to   include;   

● Query:    A   salesforce   query   that   defines,   filters,   and   normalizes   the   data   source   to   a   format   that  
can   be   easily   combined   with   data   from   other   sources.   An   example   would   be;   

SELECT   Id,   Company,   CreatedDate,   Email,   Name,   Phone,   Title   FROM   Lead   
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Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   onto   the   creation   of   a   Model.   This   can   be   found   at   the   section   
entitled;    Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Model   

  
  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   MySQL   Data   Source   
Adding   a   connection   to   your    MySQL    database   allows   you   to   create   useful   queries   that   can   be   merged   
with   other   data   sources   gathered   from   within   your   organization   for   combined   analysis   at   the   
Exploration   canvas.   
Create   a   connection   to   a    MySQL    source   from   the    Data   Modeling   Dashboard .    Select   the   ‘ Add   New ’   
button   to   invoke   the    Data   Inputs   Wizard    and   from   this   select   the    MySQL    source   type.   

  
Add   a   suitable    Job   Name    that   will   represent   the   overall   use-case   project,   the   data   source   and   data   
type,   ie.   AuditProj_sql_assetDBQ   
Select   ‘ Next’    to   create   a   connection   to   your   MySQL   database   

  
If   an   existing   MySQL   connection   has   been   created,   it   will   be   listed   here.     
Create   a   new   connection   to   your   MySQL   environment   using   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Source ’   link.   

  
The    Source   Name    is   automatically   populated   based   on    Job   Name    reference.   Edit   the   remainder   of   
the   form   to   include;   

● Host:    <ip/DNS_MySQL_database>     
● Database:    <database_name>   
● User:    <ie.   admin>   
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● Password:    <ie.   admin_password>   
● Port    (Advanced):   <3304>   The   port   defaults   to   port   3304,   change   as   required.   

  
There   is   a   ‘ Test ’   button   that   can   be   used   to   verify   details   entered   here   before   moving   on   through   the   
wizard.     
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   on   to   the   MySQL    Query    stage.     
  

  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   MySQL   Query   
Using   a   MySQL   query   will   allow   you   to   produce   a   final   dataset   that   contains   exactly   the   information   
required   for   your   use-case.     
Multiple   queries   can   be   applied   to   the   same   MySQL   Source   if   required.   

  
Existing   MySQL   queries   will   be   available   to   select   from   this   screen   should   they   exist.     
Create   a   new   query   by   selecting   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Query ’   link.   
The    Query   Name    will   be   automatically   populated   based   on   the   Source.   Edit   the   remainder   of   the   form   
to   include;   

● Query:    A   MySQL   query   that   defines,   filters,   and   normalizes   the   data   source   to   a   format   that   
can   be   easily   combined   with   data   from   other   sources.   An   example   would   be;   

SELECT   e.emp_no,   e.first_name,   e.last_name   
FROM   employees   AS   e     
LIMIT   100   

Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   onto   the   creation   of   a   Model.   This   can   be   found   at   the   section   
entitled;    Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Model   
  
  

  

  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   PostgreSQL   Data   Source   
Adding   a   connection   to   your    PostgreSQL    database   allows   you   to   create   useful   queries   that   can   be   
merged   with   other   data   sources   gathered   from   within   your   organization   for   combined   analysis   at   the   
Exploration   canvas.   
Create   a   connection   to   a    PostgreSQL    source   from   the    Data   Modeling   Dashboard .    Select   the   ‘ Add   
New ’   button   to   invoke   the    Data   Inputs   Wizard    and   from   this   select   the    PostgreSQL    source   type.   
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Add   a   suitable    Job   Name    that   will   represent   the   overall   use-case   project,   the   data   source   and   data   
type,   ie.   AuditProj_sql_AuditDBQ   
Select   ‘ Next’    to   create   a   connection   to   your   PostgreSQL   database   

  
If   an   existing   MySQL   connection   has   been   created,   it   will   be   listed   here.     
Create   a   new   connection   to   your   MySQL   environment   using   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Source ’   link.   

  
The    Source   Name    is   automatically   populated   based   on    Job   Name    reference.   Edit   the   remainder   of   
the   form   to   include;   

● Host:    <ip/DNS_PostgreSQL_database>     
● Database:    <database_name>   
● User:    <ie.   admin>   
● Password:    <ie.   admin_password>   
● Port    (Advanced):   <5432>   The   port   defaults   to   port   5432,   change   as   required.   

  
There   is   a   ‘ Test ’   button   that   can   be   used   to   verify   details   entered   here   before   moving   on   through   the   
wizard.     
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   on   to   the   PostgreSQL    Query    stage.     
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Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   PostgreSQL   Query   
Using   a   PostgreSQL   query   will   allow   you   to   produce   a   final   dataset   that   contains   exactly   the   
information   required   for   your   use-case.     
Multiple   queries   can   be   applied   to   the   same   PostgreSQL   Source   if   required.   

  
Existing   PostgreSQL   queries   will   be   available   to   select   from   this   screen   should   they   exist.     
Create   a   new   query   by   selecting   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Query ’   link.   
The    Query   Name    will   be   automatically   populated   based   on   the   Source.   Edit   the   remainder   of   the   form   
to   include;   

● Query:    A   PostgreSQL   query   that   defines,   filters,   and   normalizes   the   data   source   to   a   format   
that   can   be   easily   combined   with   data   from   other   sources.   An   example   would   be;   

SELECT   *   FROM   products   NATURAL   JOIN   (orders   NATURAL   JOIN   order_details);   
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   onto   the   creation   of   a   Model.   This   can   be   found   in   the   section   
entitled;    Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Model   

  

  

  

Data   Inputs   Wizard:   Adding   a   Model     
Once   the    Source    has   been   successfully   added,   and   a    Query    created   for    Splunk    and    JDBC    inputs,   
the   wizard   introduces   the    Model    creation   stage.   
If   Models   do   not   currently   exist,   the   screen   offers   the   chance   to    create    or    import    a   Model;  

  
Any   Models   that   do   exist   will   be   listed   by   Name,   with   options   to   create   or   import   another   Model   given   
under   the   list.   
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Creating   a   New   Model   
Select   the    Create   New    link   to   reveal   the   Model   Name   creation   screen.     

  
The    Model   Name    will   be   automatically   populated   based   on   the   Source   but   can   be   edited.   
Add   a    Creator    name,   perhaps   your   own   name,   to   replace   the   ‘Default’   entry   (mandatory   field)   
Ensure   the   initial    Version    is   equal   to   1.0   (mandatory   field)   

Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   begin   the   creation   of   Nodes   that   will   form   the   basis   of   your   Model.   

  
If   Nodes   do   not   currently   exist,   select   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Node ’   link   to   begin   their   creation.   

  
In   order   to   create   the   first   Node,   use   the   drop-down   to   select   one   of   the   headers/fields   from   your   data   
source.     

● CSV   data   sources   will   list   available   headers.     
● Splunk   and   JDBC   sources   will   offer   a   selection   of   fields   obtained   from   the   underlying   query.   
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The   ‘ unique   key ’   option   is   selected   by   default,   on   the   assumption   that   the    Tag    represents   a   key-field   
value.   Uncheck   this   box   if   you   wish   to   assign   key-field   control   to   one   of   your    Properties .     
The   second   box   allows   for   the   allocation   of   one   or   more    Tags    that   will   determine   how   the   value   of   this   
header/field   will   be   represented   on   the    Exploration    canvas.    Using   a   similarly   named   Tag   is   a   useful   
way   to   merge   with   other   Models   -   a   simple   way   to   normalize   fields   between   multiple   sources   as   they   
do   not   need   to   exactly   match   the   field/header   they   represent.   
  

  
Use   the   ‘ +   Add   New   Property ’   link   to   add   one   or   more    Properties    to   enhance   the   Node.   Properties   
will   be   visible   in   the    Profiler    panel   of   the    Exploration    dashboard.   This   will   enrich   and   add   value   to   the   
entire   analysis   and   discovery   experience.   

  
  

Use   the    Data   Source   Field    drop-down   box   to   select   from   the   list   of   available   fields/headers.   The   
Node   Property   Name    can   be   a   more   user-friendly   label   for   the   Property.   
Use   of   the    Unique   Key    checkbox   here   can   be   used   as   a   control   field   for   the   Node.    This   can   be   useful   
if   you   do   not   want   the   main    Tag    value   to   be   the   key-field   value   for   this   node.     

  
Continue   to   add   more    Properties    as   required   to   conclude   the   creation   of   the   Node.   
Create   more    Nodes    to   represent   other   headers/fields   from   the   dataset,   using   the   ‘ +   Create   New   
Node ’   button   to   repeat   the   above   process.   
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Notes   

It   is   not   mandatory   to   create   a    Node    for   every    Header/Field    within   
your   dataset.   Create   a   Node   only   where   it   is   deemed   appropriate.   
Remember   that   headers/fields   may   be   more   useful   as   Properties   
where   required.     
  

When   creating    Nodes    and    Properties ,   only   alpha   characters   and   
the   underscore   are   permitted   and   the   following   are   reserved   words   
and   cannot   be   used;    id,   label,   target,   source,   edge,   node   and   tags     

Tip   
An   example   for   using   a   unique   key   for   a   property   could   be   to   override   
the   possibility   of   a   duplicate   Tag,   such   as   Name=’John   Smith’,   with   a   
more   reliable   Property   like   UserID,   that   will   always   be   unique.   

Note   If   you   have   a    Timestamp    header/field   that   you   wish   to   represent   on   
the   Exploration   Canvas,   see   the   ‘ Dealing   with   Timestamps ’.   
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Once   all    Nodes    have   been   created   with   their   relevant   Properties,   select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   begin   the   
process   of   creating    Relationships (Edges)   that   should   exist   between   the   Nodes.   

  
  

To   create   a   relationship,   select   the   ‘ +   Creating   a   New   Relationship ’   link.   

  
Ignore   the   ‘ Please   Define   Your   Relationship   Label ’   entry   box   until   you   have   first   selected   a    Source   
and    Target    Node   from   the   respective   drop-down   boxes.   
Once   the   Source   and   Target   have   been   identified,   define   the   Relationship   Label   using   a   short   
description   (usually   written   in   CAPS)   over   the   default;   ‘ related_to ’   
Examples   could   include:    BELONGS_TO,   SOURCED_FROM,   IS_PART_OF,   INFECTED_BY,   etc.   
The   ‘ merge   duplicates ’   switch   is   checked   by   default,   as   this   helps   to   reduce   lines   on   the   Exploration   
canvas.     
Each    Relationship    can   also   have    Properties    assigned   if   desired   that   will   appear   in   the    Profiler    panel   
when   selected   on   the   canvas.   This   can   add   value   to   the   data   when   using   the   Exploration   dashboard.   
Create   further    Relationships    as   required,   by   using   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Relationship ’   link   and   
repeating   the   above   process.   
Once   all    Relationships    have   been   created,   select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   see   a   preview   of   your   Model.   
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If   you   want   to   correct   or   modify   a    Node ,    Property    or    Relationship ,   select   the   ‘ Back ’   button,   otherwise   
select   ‘ Next ’   to   review.   
  

  
  

This    Review    screen   shows   a   summary   of   the    Data   Input   Job .    Use   the    change    links   to   return   to   
various   sections   of   the   wizard   in   edit   mode,   or   select   the   ‘ Save ’   button   to   save   the   Model.   
At   the   confirmation   screen;   
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Select   the   ‘ Start ’   button   to   ingest   the    Source    data   against   the    Model ,   or   select   ‘ Close ’   if   you   want   to   
ingest   the   data   at   a   later   time.   
As   the   wizard   routine   is   completed   it   returns   to   the    Home    screen   of   the    Data   Modelling    dashboard.   
This   contains   a   summary   of   all    Data   Inputs    that   have   been   created   including   the   status   of   when   last   
the   data   was   ingested.     

  
  

If   the   status   of   the    Data   Input    shows   ‘ Failed ’,   select   either   the    Download   Logs    button,   or   the  
Download   Logs    link   within   a   panel   to   download   or   view   the   log   file.    If   the   Data   Input   has   recently  
failed   the   error   should   be   obvious   to   see   at   the   end   of   the   logfile.    Re-run   the   Data   Input   and   download   
the   log   again   if   necessary,   to   ensure   the   error   is   conveniently   situated   at   the   end   of   the   logfile.   
Typically,   errors   refer   to   absent   headers/fields   within   the   dataset   that   have   been   created   in   the   Model.   
Check   carefully   the   spelling   and   case   of   any   Label,   Value   and   Property   within   the   associated   Model.   
  

  

Importing/Exporting   a   Model   
Gemini   Explore   has   a   convenient   feature   built-in   to   export/import   Models.    This   makes   it   much   faster   
to   recreate   Models   of   a   similar   structure,   or   use   one   that   has   been   created   by   another   user.   
When   using   the    Data   Input   wizard    the   option   to   ‘ Import   Model ’   is   given   at   the   start   of   the   Model   
stage.   Alternatively,   select   the    Models    menu   from   the    Data   Modelling    dashboard,   and   use   the   
‘ Import ’   button.   

  
To   backup   or   clone   an   existing   Model,   locate   the   ‘ Export ’   link   within   the   relevant   Model’s   panel.   
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Editing   an   existing   Query   or   Model   
Once   the    Data   Input   Wizard    has   been   used   to   create   the   Model   and   the   Query(if   required),   further   
changes   or   edits   can   be   made   using   the   appropriate    Menus    of   the    Data   Modeling    dashboard.   

  
● Sources    -   Use   this   to   quickly   replace/overwrite   an   existing   source   
● Queries    -   Use   this   to   quickly   edit   an   existing   query   
● Models    -   Use   this   to   quickly   edit   an   existing   model   
● Home    -   Use   this   if   you   want   to   re-link   the   source,   query   and   model   components   

Each   of   the   Sources,   Queries   and   Models   dashboards   will   have   its   contents   listed.   
Select   the   component   required   from   the   list,   and   use   the   ‘ Edit ’   button   to   enter   the   components   edit   
mode.   The   screens   are   similar   in   style   to   the   Data   Input   wizard   screens.    
Do   not   forget   to   select   ‘ Save ’   or   ‘ Submit ’   when   editing   has   been   completed.   
Any   changes   made   to   the    Source ,    Query    or    Model    of   a   project   will   require   a   refresh   of   the   ingested   
data.   This   entails   a   ‘ Clean-up ’   of   the   existing   data   and   a   re-running   of   the   relevant    Data   Inputs .   
See   the   section   entitled,   ‘ Performing   a   Clean-up   of   Explore   Data ’   for   more   details   on   this   procedure.   
  

  

Dealing   with   Timestamps   
Headers   and   Fields   that   contain   a    Date/Time    stamp   will   need   to   be   qualified   if   they   are   to   be   used   as   
a   filter   on   the    Exploration   Canvas .   If   you   do   not   need   to   filter   by   time,   there   are   no   restrictions   to   the   
Date/Time   format.     
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Qualifying   formats   for   filtering   by   Date/Time   

YYYY-MM-DD'T'HH:mm:ss±hh:mm   

YYYY-MM-DD'T'HH:mm:ss’Z'   

YYYY-MM-DD'T'HH:mm:ss.sss’Z’   

YYYY-MM-DD   HH:mm:ss   

YYYY/MM/DD   HH:mm:ss   

YYYY-MM-DD   

YYYY/MM/DD   

MM-DD-YYYY   

MM/DD/YYYY   
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Designating   a   Date/Time   Field   
Only   when   the   Date/Time   stamp   has   been   qualified   can   it   be   called   for   use   as   a   time   filter   by   two   
unique    Properties    -    startsOn ,    endsOn    -   that   define   fields   as   a   Timestamp   field.    
To   define   a   Date/Time   stamp   for   use   a   time   filter   field,   add   an   extra   Node   Property   called    startsOn    or   
endsOn ,   as   shown   below;   

  
  

  

  

8.   Ingesting   Data   into   Gemini   Explore 
  

The    Data   Input   Wizard    is   used   to   create   the   framework   on   which   data   ingestion   into   Gemini   Explore   
is   achieved.    The   wizard   produces   a   series   of   Data   Inputs   that   can   be   found   under   the   Home   menu   of   
the   Data   Modelling   dashboard.    This   is   the   control   center   for   data   ingestion.     
Start   the   Data   Inputs   required   for   your   specific   exploration   project   to   produce   the   Node   Categories   
required   on   the   Exploration   dashboard.   

Anatomy   of   a   Data   Input   
From   the    Home    menu,   each    Data   Input    has   a   dedicated   panel   similar   to   the   one   shown   below.    

  
Control   of   each   Data   Input   is   achieved   from   within   its   own   panel.   This   includes;   

● The    Configuration ,   ie.    Source ,    Query ,   and    Model    involved.     
● The    Schedule ,   ie.   how   often   it   runs   to   gather   new   data.    If   the   source   is   CSV   or   if   a   regular   

schedule   has   not   been   set   it   will   default   to   ‘ On-demand ’.   
● The    Status    will   initially   comprise   of;   ‘ completed ’,   ‘ in-progress ’   or   ‘ failed ’.   

○ Last   run    -   provides   a   timestamp   when   data   was   last   fetched   
○ Last   ingested    -   the   number   of   rows   added   on   the   previous   data   fetch   
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Note   
Even   if   the   same   field   has   already   been   used   as   a    Property    of   a   
Node ,   it   will   need   to   be   defined   again   using   the    startsOn    or    endsOn   
Property   to   qualify   as   a   Timestamp   that   can   be   filtered   on   the   canvas   
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○ Completed    -   This   will   usually   be   100%.   Ignore   values   higher   than   100.   Values   lower   
than   100   may   indicate   missed   data,   refer   to   the   ‘ Download   logs ’   to   verify.   

● The   ‘ Created   At ’   date   will   confirm   when   the   Data   Input   was   initially   created.   
Each   panel   has   four   control   links;     

● Name    -   This   link   can   be   used   to   re-enter   the   data   input   wizard,   perhaps   to   edit   or   link   to   a   new   
source   

● Start    -   This   will   initiate   the   Data   Input   to   immediately   ingest   data.   
● Delete    -   This   will   remove   the   Data   Input   from   this   dashboard,   but   note   that   it   will   not   remove   

any   of   its   components,   ie.   Source,   Query   or   Model.   These   must   be   deleted   individually   using  
the   main   menus   of   the   Data   Modelling   dashboard.   

● Download   logs    -   This   is   an   important   check   to   complete   if   the   value   of    Completed    is   less   than   
100%   or   if   the    Status    is   showing   ‘ failed ’.   

  
  

Appending   Data   to   Explore   
Every   time   the   ‘ Start ’   link   is   used   for   a   specific    Data   Input ,   data   will   be   ingested   using   the    Source    and   
Query    defined   in   its   configuration.   Each   time   it   is   started,   any   new   data   will   be   appended   to   that   
already   ingested.     

  
  

Any   modification   to   either   a    Model    or    Query    will   require   a   ‘ Clean-up ’   operation   of   the    Data   Store    prior   
to   re-ingestion   of   data   against   and   changes   made.   This   is   a   common   process   during   data   modeling,   
and   there   are   likely   to   be   frequent   refreshes   of   data,   especially   during   the   initial   design.    

In   short,   the   procedure   for   data   modeling   in   Gemini   Explore   is   as   follows;   
1. Use   the   Data   Input   wizard   to   link   Models   and   Queries   with   data   Sources.   
2. Start   the   relevant   Data   Inputs   to   ingest   data   and   review   at   the   Exploration   canvas.   
3. Amend   or   improve   the   Model   or   Query   
4. Perform   a   Clean-up   of   all   data   in   the   Data   Store   
5. Re-run   the   relevant   Data   Inputs   to   re-ingest   data   against   the   new   Models/Queries   and   review   

at   the   Exploration   canvas   

Repeat   stages   3   -   5   as   required,   or   schedule   the   Data   Inputs   to   refresh   on   a   regular   basis.   
  

Performing   a   Clean-up   of   Explore   Data   
It   is   important   to   understand   that   due   to   the   inter-related   functionality   between   datasets   ingested   into   
Gemini   Explore,    all    ingested   data   will   need   to   be   removed   from   Gemini   Explore   during   a   Clean-up   
operation.   It   is   not   possible   to   selectively   remove   individual   data   projects   
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If   you   have   many   different   Projects   available   at   the   Explore   Canvas   aside   from   the   one   you   may   be   
working   on,   these   Data   Inputs   will   need   to   be   ‘Run’   again   in   order   to   re-populate   the   Explore   Canvas.     
For   this   reason,   we   recommend   having   a   ‘ sandbox ’   Gemini   Explore   instance   available   for   the   design   
and   build   of   Explore   models   that,   when   ready,   can   be   imported   to   a   production   version   of   Gemini   
Explore.   

  
To   perform   a   Clean-up   operation:   
Select   the    Data   Store    menu   option   from   the    Data   Modeling    dashboard.     

  
Select   the   ' Clean-up ’   link,   and   verify   the   warning   message   with   the   ' OK '   button,   to   confirm   the   removal   
of   all   data   from   Explore.   
At   this   point,   all    Node   categories    will   disappear   from   the    Exploration   Canvas .   

Re-ingest   the   required   Project   data   by   selecting   the   relevant    Data   Inputs    from   the    Home    screen.   

Verify   that   the   expected   Node   categories   are   available   at   the   Exploration   canvas.   

  

  

  

  

Editing   a   Data   Input   
A   specific   model   or   query   can   be   quickly   located   for   editing   under   its     respective    Models    and    Queries   
menu   of   the    Data   Modelling    dashboard.   This   provides   the   opportunity   to   edit   just   the   section   of   the   
Data   Input   that   you   require,   ie.   adding   a   new   Property   to   an   existing   Model.   
Alternatively,   to   edit   any   aspect   of   the   Data   Input,   select   the    Name    control   link   within   the   Data   Input   
panel   to   re-enter   the   Wizard   and   locate   the   stage   that   requires   editing   using   the   navigation   buttons.     
  

  
  
  

Viewing   Data   from   a   Data   Input   
To   visualize   output   from   the    Models    and    Queries    created   using   the   required    Data   Inputs ,   select   the   
Exploration   dashboard    (below).     
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Note   
It   is   important   to   understand   that   a   clean-up   operation   will   remove   
‘ all ’   of   the   ingested   data   from   Explore.    This   is   due   to   the   complex   
merging   of   datasets   internally   that   are   impossible   to   separate.   
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Node   Categories    created   from   all   the   Data   Inputs   that   have   been   started   should   now   be   visible   in   the   
left-hand    Tags    panel.   Simply   select   the   ‘ + ’   icon   against   one   of   the   highlighted   categories   or   use   the   
Time ,    Show    and    Exclude    boxes   to   filter   and   locate   specific   nodes   of   interest.     

  
Refer   to    Appendix   B   -   Tutorial   on   using   Gemini   Explore    -   for   practical   guidance   on   working   at   the   
Explore   canvas.  

  

Working   with   Multiple   Projects   
Data   Inputs    should   be   logically   named   so   that   they   clearly   identify   different   projects.   (see   ‘ Data   Inputs   
Wizard:   Adding   a   Job   Name ’).     
If   a   ‘ Clean-up ’   operation   has   not   been   completed   following   the   last   Exploration   project,   there   will   be   
many    Node   categories    present   in   the    Tags    panel   that   are   perhaps   not   relevant   to   a   ‘new   project’.   
It   is   advisable   to   perform   a   ‘ Clean-up ’   operation   prior   to   starting   a   new   project,   in   order   to   remove   any   
confusion   from   irrelevant    Node   Categories    in   the    Tags    panel.    This   will   create   a   blank   canvas   in   
which   to   operate   your   new   project   enabling   you   to   make   faster   discoveries.   
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Note   
It   is   important   to   understand   that   a   clean-up   operation   will   remove   
‘ all ’   of   the   ingested   data   from   Explore.    This   is   due   to   the   complex   
merging   of   datasets   internally   that   are   impossible   to   separate.   
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9.   Working   with   the   Exploration   Dashboard 
  

Gemini   Explore   shows   how   your   data   connects   using   dynamic   multi-layer   visualization   technology.   
A   user   is   able   to   drill-down   and   interact   directly   with   the   data   using   a   simple   click   or   double-click   of   the   
mouse   to   discover   Properties   and   Relationships   that   exist   between   data   nodes.     
  

  
This   process   is   intuitive,   as   it   mimics   the   way   our   brains   ‘think’.   When   we   discover   something   
interesting   we   instinctively   need   to   know   more   about   it   and   how   it   is   connected.     

Your   visual   investigation   journey   begins   at   the    Exploration    dashboard.   Using   a   combination   of   the   
Time   Range ,    Show    and    Exclude    boxes,   selective   records   can   be   filtered   from   the   complete   recordset   
contained   in   Explore.   This   is   very   effective   in   reducing   the   canvas   results   to   a   workable   amount   for   
effective   analysis.   Use   the   ‘ Reset ’   button   to   completely   clear   all   search   criteria   to   start   afresh.  

  
Searching   for   Specific   Values   
To   begin   an   investigation   for   a   use-case   that   involves   a   specific   value,   maybe   a    User    or    Host    that   you   
wish   to   investigate,   use   of   the   filter   boxes   is   essential.   
In   the   following   example,   we   will   search   for   ‘ Paul   Greengrass’ ,   from   the    Node   category,   Director   
First,   consider   the    Time   Range    filter   that   you   should   apply.   
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To   search   for   a   specific   Node   category   -   in   our   
case   Director   -   begin   to   type   this   in   the   ' Show '   
entry   box   of   the   Search   Panel.   Any   Node   
categories   or   Properties   that   match   the   letters   
typed   (exact   case!)   will   be   automatically   listed.   
Use   the   mouse   to   select   ‘ Director ’   from   the   list   
  

The   chosen   entry   will   appear   ending   with   a   
colon( : ).   At   this   point   begin   to   type   the   value   
required.   As   you   do,   the   value   should   appear   
and   when   shown,   select   it   with   the   mouse.   
Use   the   ‘ Search ’   button   to   observe   the   result   
If   you   wish   to   add   more   specific   values   from   
either   this,   or   other   elements,   repeat   the   
process.   

  

Searching   across   entire   Node   Categories   
An   exploration   use-case   could   involve   looking   across   an   entire   Node   category.   For   instance,   you   may   
wish   to   bring   all   ‘Orders’   onto   the   canvas,   knowing   there   to   be   thousands   of   orders.   
  

It   is   important   to   note   that   a   maximum   of    200   
nodes    per   category   will   be   displayed   on   the   
canvas   following   such   a   request.   This   is   to   
prevent   the   canvas   from   becoming   unusable   
by   being   overrun   with   icons.   
a   message   will   display   highlighting   that   only   
the   latest   200   will   be   displayed   by   default   on   
the   canvas.   It   is   then   up   to   you   how   many   you   
wish   to   display,   up   to   1000   per   node   category.   

  

In   the   following   example,   if   we   were   to   request   the   OrderNo’s   category   to   be   searched,   the    latest    200   
OrderNo’s   would   be   displayed   (see   the   example   below).   
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The   canvas   in   this   case   has   displayed   the    latest    200   OrderNo’s   from   a   total   of   1190   OrderNo’s   
available.   In   order   to   display   alternate   OrderNo’s,   the   options   are   as   follows;   

● Use   the    Time   Range    filter   to   further   restrict   time   to   the   range   required.   
● Improve   the    Search   Filter    to   reduce   the   number   of   potential   nodes   returned.   
● Use   the    Timeline    to   highlight   the   nodes   of   interest.   

  

  
Using   the   Time   Range   filter   
The    Time   Range    filter   contains   a   few   selected   options,   but   to   be   more   accurate,   select   the    Custom   
Time   Range    option   to   bring   up   a    From:    and    To:    dialog   box;   
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Note   

An   alternate   way   to   add   a    Node   category   
to   the   canvas,   is   to   hover   the   mouse   over   
the   required   Node   category   in   the    Tags   
panel    and   select   the   ‘ Load   Data   (+) ’   icon.    
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Use   the    Calendar    icon   to   make   it   easier   to   locate   the   dates   involved,   or   use   the   ‘ Now ’   checkbox   to   
use   the   current   time.   
Once   the   date   and   times   have   been   entered,   use   the   ‘ Submit ’   button   which   can   be   found   at   the   
bottom   of   the   screen.   
  

  
Using   the   Search   filter   
Using   a   Search   filter   is   the   most   common   way   of   reducing   the   number   of   Nodes   returned   on   the   
canvas   to   a   workable   amount.     
This   offers   flexibility;   entire    Node   categories    can   be   recalled   (up   to   the   200   limit),   or   a   specific   
Property    of   the   Node   can   be   recalled.   Multiple   search   filters   will   combine   using   a   logical   ‘ OR ’.   
See   the   above   section,   ‘ Searching   for   Specific   Values ’   for   general   use   of   this   filter   for   specific   
properties.   
  

Example:     
We   want   to   search   for   two   Products   -   ‘ Hex   
Driver’    and   ‘ Prop   Extender’ .     
To   achieve   this,   we   can   filter   by   a   specific   
OrderNo   Property    called,   ‘ OrderNo.Product’     
To   enter   a   specific   value   for   searching,   begin   
typing   the   node   name,    OrderNo    (case   
sensitive),   and   follow   with   a   decimal   point   to   
bring   up   its   available    Properties .   

    

  

  
From   the   list   of   Properties,   select   the   one   
required   with   your   mouse,   ‘ OrderNo.Product ’,   
to   reveal   a   colon   prompt   ( : )   that   will   allow   you  
to   begin   typing   the   product   required,   ‘ Hex   
Driver ’.   Select   this   from   the   list   with   your   
mouse.   

  

  
Once   complete,   repeat   the   process   to   search   
for   the   ‘ Prop   Extender ’   product.   This   will   result   
in   two   search   filters   joined   by   a   logical   ‘ OR ’,   
meaning   the   search   will   display   any    OrderNo   
Nodes    that   contain   either   the   Hex   Driver   or   
Prop   Extender   products.   

  

Select   the   ‘ Search ’   button   when   the    Time ,    Show    and    Exclude    filters   have   been   appropriately   set.   
The   conclusion   of   our   example   search   is   shown   below;   
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Using   the   Timeline   filter   
  

When   viewing   the    Exploration    canvas   the   
Timeline    can   be   toggled    On   /   Off    using   the   
Toggle   Timeline    option   located   on   the    Main   
Toolbar    at   the   top   of   the   screen.     

Example:    We   can   see   from   the   Timeline   that   there   are   orders   completed   between   January   and   
February,   we   want   to   select   just   those   from   16th   to   27th   January.   
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Use   the   mouse   to   ‘click   and   drag’   to   select   a   specific   time   range,   as   highlighted   below.    To   cancel   this   
selection,   use   the   mouse   to   click   anywhere   along   the   timeline.   
  

  

Hover   the   mouse   over   the   selected   time   boundary   to   see   the   time   range   selected.   
Nodes   present   within   the   selected   time   range   are   made   apparent   by   the   display   of   their   labels.   
Highlighted   in   the   example   below,   there   were   three   orders   within   the   time   range;   16-01-21   02:07   to   
27-01-21   18:14     
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To   isolate   nodes   discovered   using   this   search   
method;   use   a   mouse   to   drag   them   together,   
‘ draw ’   a   box   around   them   using   the   mouse   to   
select   them   all,   then   right-click   to   reveal   the  
menu   options   that   could   be   appropriate,   such   
as:   
Isolate    -   clears   other   nodes   away   leaving   just   
those   selected.   
Group    -   Create   a   name   a   Group   that   shrinks   to   
a   single   icon   that   can   be   opened   by   a   
double-click   
Invert   Selection    -   Selects   all   the   other   Nodes   
on   the   canvas   except   for   those   originally   
selected.   
Exclude    -   Removes   the   selected   nodes   from   
the   canvas.   

  

  

  

Navigating   the   Exploration   Canvas   
There   are   several   ways   to   work   with   the   Exploration   Canvas;   a   combination   of   shortcut   keys,   mouse   
or   trackpad,   and   the   Main   Toolbar.   
Before   we   begin   to   examine   navigation   techniques   available,   here   are   some   general   terms   to   which   
we   will   be   referring.   

General   Terms   associated   with   Explore   
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Component   Description   of   this   Component   

Node   The   representation   of   a   discernible   unique   ‘object’   on   the   canvas   

Relationship   
(Edge)   

A   connection   between   two   nodes   that   describes   how   they   are   related.   This   is   
presented   by   an   interconnecting   line   on   the   graph   which   includes   the   relationship   
direction.   Select   on   the   canvas   to   observe   detail   in   the   Profiler   Panel.   

Property   A   useful   metric   or   detail   that   enhances   and   describes   the   Node   

Label   The   value   representing   the   source   header/field   of   the   Node   

Tag   A   human   definable   name   used   to   represent   a   data   field/header   as   a   Node   
category.   This   in   turn   allows   a   user   to   easily   navigate,   search,   and   understand   
the   data   represented   on   the   canvas.   

Annotation   An   annotation   is   used   to   enhance   a   Node.   It   can   take   the   form   of   an   image,   
video,   or   text   comment.   
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Options   available   to   Explore   the   Canvas   
Several   options   are   available   to   navigate   the   canvas   depending   on   your   preference;   

● Keyboard   &   mouse   control   (including   shortcut   keys)   
● Right-click   menu   (mouse)   
● Main   Toolbar   

As   a   simple   example,   a   common   requirement   is   to   clear   the   canvas   completely;   

Clearing   the   Canvas   
● Click   anywhere   on   the   Canvas   with   your   mouse   and   type   ‘ e ’   
● Locate   and   click   the   ‘ Clear   Canvas ’   icon   on   the    Main   Toolbar   
● Open   the   ' ellipsis '   menu   at   the   top   of   the   screen,   and   select   ' Clear   Canvas '   

You   will   quickly   develop   your   own   preferences   when   using   the   product.   The   next   few   sections   give   an   
overview   of   more   navigation   options   available   when   working   with   nodes   on   the   canvas.   
  

Manipulating   the   Graph   
Mouse:  Hold   the   ‘ space   key ’   down,   while   you   click-and-drag   your   mouse   (or   trackpad)   on   

the   canvas.   
Navigator   Panel :   Click   and   drag   your   mouse   within   this   panel   to   highlight   the   area   of   canvas   you   wish   

to   select.   
Main   Toolbar:  Select   the   ‘ Pan ’(hand)   icon.   Then   click-and-drag   your   mouse   over   the   canvas   
Keyboard:   Hold   the   ' alt '   key   together   with   ' 1 '   key,   to   fit   all   observed   nodes   into   the   maximum   

available   canvas   area.   
  

Zoom   control   of   the   Graph  
Trackpad: Use   two   fingers   together   vertically   up   and   down   the   trackpad   to   zoom   in   and   out.   
Mouse: Click   anywhere   on   the   Canvas   and   type   ‘ Z ’.   Click   the   mouse   again   to   zoom   by   

increments.   
Navigator   Panel:  Click   the   ‘ Zoom   to   fit   all ’,   or   the   ' Zoom   to   Fit   Selected '   icons   (top   right   of   the   

panel)   
Main   Toolbar:  Select   the   ‘ + ’   magnifying   glass   icon.   Click   on   the   Graph   to   increase   the   zoom.   
  

Selecting   Nodes   on   the   Graph     
Mouse:    Select   one   of   the    Nodes    with   your   mouse   (you   may   first   need   to   choose   the   mouse   

Select   Pointer   from   the   Main   Toolbar).   The   selected   Node   will   be   color   highlighted.   
Main   Toolbar:    Search   for   a   Node   using   the,   ‘ Select   nodes   by   Keyword ’   box.   The   selected   Node   

and   Label   will   be   color   highlighted   on   the   canvas.   
Node   List   Panel:  Search   for   an   individual   node   by   typing   in   the    Filter   Nodes    box   (bottom   of   panel).   

Select   the   value   in   the   panel   to   reveal   the   node   colour   highlighted   on   the   canvas.     
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Tip   Type    ‘i ’   at   any   time   to   isolate   your   selection   and   clear   the   remainder   of   nodes   
from   the   canvas   completely.   
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Working   with   a   group   of   Nodes   
When   required   to   select   or   control   more   than   one   node   at   a   time   on   the   canvas,   use   the   mouse   to   
click-and-drag   a   rectangle   around   the   group   of   Nodes   required.   Alternatively,   for   a   small   select   group,   
simply   hold   down   the   ' SHFT '   key   and   select   individual   nodes   with   your   mouse.   The   selected   nodes   will   
be   color   highlighted.   
Conduct   a   'right-click'   using   the   mouse   to   reveal   the   options   available.   The   table   below   gives   a   brief   
introduction   to   the   options   available   for   a   group   of   four   nodes   that   have   been   selected   on   the   
canvas(as   indicated   by   the   number   in   parenthesis).   
  

Right-Click   Menu   -   Exploration   Canvas   
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Function   Purpose   

Explore   
Neighbors..   

To   list   and   potentially   expand   the   view   of   other   
related   nodes.   

Explore   
Relationships   

To   list   and   potentially   expand   the   view   of   
relationships   to   other   nodes   

Select   With   
Same   Tag   

If   you   need   to   select   similar   nodes   on   the   canvas   
to   that   selected     

Select   All   Selects   all   the   nodes   on   the   canvas   

Deselect   All   Removes   the   selected   status   

Invert   
Selection   

Highlights   all   the   Nodes   on   the   canvas   that   are   
not   currently   selected   

Select   
Neighbors   

Will   select   all   nodes   that   are   connected   by   1,   2,   or   
3   hops   away   from   the   selected   node.   

Select   
Elements   in   
Shortest   path   

Select   two   nodes   on   the   canvas   using   the   
SHIFT-click   method,   and   this   option   will   show   the   
shortest   path   between   them.  

Exclude   Use   to   permanently   exclude   selected   nodes   from   
appearing   on   the   canvas.   This   invokes   the   
‘Exclude’   search   filter   

Show   Profile   This   will   open   the   Profiler   panel   for   detail   on   the   
selected   node.   (Note:   works   on   a   single   node   at   a   
time   

  Isolate   Clears   the   canvas   of   all   but   the   nodes   selected.   
Allows   you   to   begin   an   investigation   from   specific   
nodes.     

  clear   Temporarily   remove   selected   nodes   from   the   
canvas   during   an   investigation.     
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Main   Toolbar  
The    Main   Toolbar    at   the   top   of   the   screen   is   an   easy   way   to   navigate   and   use   Explore.     

  
Moving   from   left   to   right,   the   icons   are   responsible   for   the   following;   
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  save   selection   Invokes   the   ‘Save’   menu   to   store   selected   nodes   
as   a   ‘Saved   Graph’   

  Customise   
display   

Invokes   the   icon   customisation   panel,   but   this   will   
be   specific   to   only   those   nodes   selected.   

  Show   
annotations   

View   or   add   an   annotation   to   this   node   in   the   form   
of   text,   image   or   video.   

  Group   Useful   to   reduce   a   selection   of   icons   to   one   single   
labelled   icon.   These   groups   can   be   minimised   or   
expanded   using   a   double-click   action   of   the   
mouse.   

Action   Function   Shortcut   key   

Select   The   arrow   icon   is   used   to   change   to   the   mouse   select   operation   for   
one   or   more   nodes   on   the   Canvas.     
Multiple   nodes   can   be   selected   by   click-and-dragging   a   rectangle   
around   them.    Alternatively,   hold   the   SHFT   key   when   selecting   a   node    

esc   or   v   

Zoom   Choose   the   magnifying   glass   icon,   then   click   on   the   Canvas   to   
increase   the   zoom   ‘+’.   Click   and   drag   to   draw   a   zoom   selection   

z   

Pan   Select   the   hand   icon   as   an   alternative   to   the   ‘ Select ’   option,   to   move   
the   Graph   around   the   Canvas.   

n   or   hold   
spacebar   

Clear   
Canvas   

Use   the   ‘Clear   Canvas’   icon   to   completely   clear   the   working   canvas   e   

Redraw   
Graph   

Use   at   any   time   to   refresh   and   redistribute   the   nodes   on   the   canvas   r  

Select   
nodes   by   
keyword   

Use   this   box   to   search   and   locate   a   node   by   name.   Press   Enter   to   
color   highlight   the   icon   and   its   label   on   the   canvas   

cmd/ctrl   +   f   

Graph   Choose   the   appropriate   level   of   complexity   as   follows;   
Level   1   -   display   the   nearest   neighbors   only   (preferred   start   point)   

1,   2   or   3   
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Creating   a   Saved   Graph   
When   an   investigation   has   reached   the   stage   at   which   it   needs   to   be   saved,   locate   the   ‘ Save ’   button   
on   the    Main   Menu   Bar .    This   will   open   the   Save   Graph   dialog   screen   as   shown   below;   
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Complexity   
Level   

Level   2   -   displays   nodes   that   are   1   hop   away   from   nearest   neighbors   
Level   3   -   displays   nodes   that   are   2   hops   away.   

Toggle   
Node   
Labels   

Hide   or   show   all   node   labels   on   the   canvas   alt   +   l   

Toggle   
Comments   

Highlights   nodes   present   on   the   canvas   with   a   small   red   dot,   that   
have   at   least   one   annotation   attached   to   them.   

alt   +   U   

Toggle   
Theme   

Use   this   to   alternate   between   light   and   dark   canvas   backgrounds.   alt   +   cmd/ctrl   +   1   

Toggle   
Search   
Panel   

Hide/show   panels   to   the   left   of   the   canvas,   including   Search   and   
Tags.   This   creates   a   larger   working   canvas   if   desired.   

alt   +   i   

Toggle   
Timeline   

Use   this   to   hide/show   the   Timeline   Panel   at   the   bottom   of   the   canvas.   t   

Toggle   
Profiler   

Use   this   to   hide/show   panels   to   the   right   of   the   Canvas,   including   the   
Navigator,   Profiler   and   Node   List.     

alt   +   cmd/ctrl   +   2   
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● Name  -    Use   a   logical   label   for   your   Graph.   
● Description    -   If   desired,   enhance   with   a   more   detailed   description   of   what   the   graph   shows.   
● Teams    -   Use   to   select   a   predefined   Team   that   can   easily   locate   this   graph   using   the   Saved   

Graphs   menu.   
To   retrieve   graphs   that   have   been   saved   previously,   use   the   ' Saved   Graphs '   button   located   top   right   
of   the   screen,   to   reveal   a   dashboard   similar   to   that   below;   
  

  

To   view   or   edit   a   Saved   Graph   on   the   Exploration   canvas,   select   one   using   your   mouse.   Use   the   
options   in   the   left-hand   panel   to   help   filter   for   the   required   Graph.   
Use   the   icons   (top   right),   to   change   the   
way   that    Saved   Graphs    are   displayed   in   
the   dashboard   from   thumbnail   views   to   a   
simple   list.   
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Note   
If   a   ' Clean-up '   operation   has   been   performed   on   the   data   since   the   
Saved   Graph   was   created,   the   graph   will   be   destroyed   during   this   
process,   and   will   need   to   be   recreated.   
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The   Ellipsis   Menu   
  

  

The    Ellipsis   menu    is   located   next   to   the   
‘ Save ’   button   on   the    Main   Menu   Bar .     
Together   with   a   ‘Save’   and   ‘Save   
As…’   the   menu   options   are   detailed   
in   the   table   below;   

  

  
  

  
  

Changing   the   Appearance   of   Nodes   
All   node   icons   initially   start   life   as   a   grey   circle.    The   canvas   is   much   easier   to   read   when   different   
icons,   and   especially   different   colors,   are   assigned   to   different   Node   categories.     
The   simplest   and   most   intuitive   method   of   updating   Node   icons   is   to   hover   the   mouse   over   the   
appropriate   Tag   and   select   the   ‘ Customize   Appearance ’   icon.   
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Function   Purpose   

New   Clear   the   canvas   and   begin   a   new   investigation   

Open   Open   an   existing   Saved   Graph   

Edit   Details   Edits   the   details   of   a   Saved   Graph   

Revert   Will   revert   to   the   previous   copy   of   the   Saved   Graph   

Clear   Canvas   Will   clear   the   canvas   completely   (shortcut   key   ‘e’)   

Clear   History   Clears   the   History   Panel   cache.   Useful   if   starting   a   new   project.   

Delete   Deletes   the   current   Saved   Graph.   
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From   the   screen   that   follows,   select   one   of   the   ‘ Built-in   Icons ’   or   choose   the   ‘ Uploaded   Icons ’   link   to   
upload   or   use   your   own   icon   (.SVG   file).   To   change   the   color,   select   the   color   swatch   (highlighted   
below)   to   change   the   color   from   grey   to   your   color   of   choice.     
  

  
  

  

Select   the   ‘ Save ’   button   to   complete   the   operation.   
The   Exploration   canvas   will   now   be   displayed   complete   with   the   changes   made.    Repeat   the   exercise   
with   other   node   categories   as   required.   
A   single   specific   node   can   also   be   represented   by   an   individual   icon.   In   order   to   achieve   this,   use   the   
right-click   menu   option   -   ‘ Customize   Display ’   -   when   the   node   has   been   highlighted   on   the   
Exploration   canvas.   
  

  
  

  

Adding   Annotations   to   a   Node   
Adding   a   text,   image   or   video   annotation   to   individual   Nodes   can   be   useful   to   enhance   the   overall   
experience   on   the   canvas   and   provide   more   detail   where   it   is   required.   
  

  

To   use   this   feature,   select   any   node   on   the   
canvas   and   from   the   right-click   menu,   choose   
the   ' Show   Annotations '   option   (or   the   shortcut   
key   Cmd-M   /   Ctrl-M).   
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Note   Clean-Up    operations   will   not   remove   icon   customization.   The   chosen   
icons   will   return   following   re-ingestion   of   the   data.   
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This   will   reveal   a   pop-up   display   of   current   
annotations   and   also   offer   the   ability   to   add   or   
edit   using   the   ' +   Add '   button.   In   this   example,   
an   Image   and   Text   annotation   has   been   
added.   Select   the   sub-menu   to   display   each   
one   respectively.   Once   selected,   the   Image,  
Text   or   Video   will   open   in   a   full-width   view.   

  
Use   the   direction   arrows   within   this   panel   to   select   other   annotations   that   may   be   present,   or   use   the   
menu   icon   to   collapse   the   image   and   revert   back   to   the   menu   view.   

  

  

Use   the   ' Toggle   Comments '   icon   from   the   
Main   Toolbar    (alt-u)   to   reveal   if   any   nodes   
have   annotations   present.   

This   is   shown   on   the   canvas   by   a   small   red   dot   
at   each   corresponding   node   icon,   as   shown   on   
the    Alien    node   in   the   example   below.   

  
  

  

The   Profiler   Panel   
The    Profiler   Panel    to   the   right   of   the   Exploration   canvas   will   display    Properties    of   a   highlighted   node.     

  

  

More   information   regarding   the   selected   node   
is   available   by   using   the   ' View   Node   Profile '.   
This   opens   up   another   screen   offering   more   
detail.   
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The    properties    tab   will   display   the   associated   Properties   of   the   node.   Use   the   ‘ Meta   Data ’   link   to   view   
underlying   properties   such   as   the   model   from   which   this   node   was   created.    This   can   be   useful   for   
understanding   model   interaction.   
  

  

The    relationships    tab   shows   Relationships   to   other   nodes   (number   in   parenthesis),   and   lists   each   
one.     
The   ‘ Element   Name ’   is   a   clickable   link   that   switches   the   Profiler   to   that   node.   Use   this   to   investigate   a   
connected   node.   

  
The    graphs    tab   will   show   any    Saved   Graphs    that   include   the   node   being   profiled.     
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The    annotations    tab   will   show   any   text,   image   or   video   attachments   associated   with   the   profiled  
node.   

10.   Admin   Menu 
  

The    Admin   Dashboard    is   used   for   the   configuration   of   Gemini   Explore.   This   includes;   the   enabling   of   
Explore   apps,   the   creation   of   Users   and   Teams,   and   the   ability   to   add   Icons   that   can   be   used   on   the   
Exploration   canvas.   

  

Apps   Menu   
Contained   within    Gemini   Explore    are   two   built-in   apps   that   can   be   used   to   assist   with   Splunk   
administration   or   explore   a   local   Salesforce   database.   These   are   both   intended   to   provide   insights   into   
either   application   should   you   wish   to   use   them.   Both   are   initially   disabled   by   default.     

Explore   for   Splunk   Admin   
This   app   is   designed   to   augment   a   pre-configured    Splunk   Monitoring   Console    instance.   When   used   
in   this   context,   Explore   will   offer   a   new   dynamic   way   of   visualising   and   observing   your   Splunk   
environment   to   aid   troubleshooting   and   administration.   
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Move   the    Slider   Switch (highlighted   in   the   
graphic),   to   the   ‘ ON ’   position   and   you   will   be   
offered   a   simple   configuration   page   (see   
opposite),   that   requires   detail   for   the   Splunk   
Monitoring   Console   host   to   be   entered   
along   with   a   valid   user   account.     
  

Refer   to   the    Gemini   Enterprise   -   Explore   for   
Splunk   Admin   -   Quick   start   guide    for   more   
details.   
    

  
  

Explore   for   Salesforce   
This   app   is   designed   to   offer   a   visual   experience   of   your   Salesforce   database.   Undoubtedly,   this   will   
prove   insightful   to   show   how   customers,   staff,   opportunities,   and   partners   etc,   are   all   related,   and   
could   also   benefit   staff   training.   

  
Move   the    Slider   Switch (highlighted   above),   to   the   ‘ ON ’   position   and   you   will   be   offered   a   simple   
configuration   page   requiring   the    Salesforce   URI    to   be   entered   along   with   a   valid   user   account.     
  

Together   with   the   Username   detail,   a   
personal    Security   Token    that   matches   the   
Username   must   be   entered   here.   See   the   
section   below   or   refer   to   your   Salesforce   
Administrator   for   assistance   with   this.   
  

Refer   to   the    Gemini   Enterprise   -   Explore   for   
Salesforce   -   Quick   start   guide    for   more   
details.   

  

Obtaining   your   Salesforce   Security   Token   
In   order   to   obtain   a   valid   Security   Token   for   this   connection   setup   the   easiest   way   is   to   reset   your   
token.   The   process   is   highlighted   below.   
Login   to   Salesforce   with   the   same   Username   and   password   to   be   used   with   Explore   for   Salesforce   
app.   
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Locate   the   ‘ Account   Profile ’   icon   in   the   top   right-hand   corner   of   the   dashboard,   and   from   the   menu   
that   follows,   select   the   ‘ Reset   My   Security   Token ’   option   form   the   ‘ My   Personal   Information ’   
section.   
From   the   inside   panel   of   this   dashboard   (see   below),   select   the   ‘ Reset   Security   Token ’   button.   

  
The   response   will   acknowledge   the   request   and   advise   that   the   token   will   be   returned   to   your   email   
account.   

  
Retrieve   the    Security   Token    from   your   email,   and   use   this   in   the    Explore   for   Salesforce    setup   
screen.     
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Note   
Node   categories   from   Salesforce   will   not   be   present   at   the   Exploration   
canvas   immediately.    Regular   interrogation   of   Salesforce   is   only   
completed   at   noon   and   midnight   each   day.   
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Teams   Menu   
Use   the    Teams   Menu    to   create   groups   of   Users   able   to   share   relevant   Saved   Graphs   amongst  
themselves.    This   offers   Users   more   relevant   graphs   when   logged   in.   

  

Use   the   ‘ Create   Team ’   button   to   create   a   new   Team,   then   simply   add   the   relevant   Users.   
  

To   edit   or   remove   an   existing   team,   use   the   buttons   provided.   

  
  

  

Users   Menu   
Use   the    Users   Menu    to   organize   individual   users   of   Gemini   Explore   into   groups(Teams),   of   users   that   
are   able   to   share   projects   and   graphs.   

  

Use   the   ‘ New   Use r’,   ‘ Edit ’   and   ‘ Remove ’   buttons   as   required.   
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Icons   Menu   
Use   the    Icons   Menu    to   open   the   Icons   dashboard   used   to   manage   the   Icon   library.     
Icons   are   generally   defined   against   a    Tag    using   
the   ‘ Customize   Appearance ’   option   located   
on   the    Exploration    dashboard.     

The   Icons   dashboard   however,   is   the   definitive   place   to;   
● Change   the   priority   of   an   icon.   
● Add   a   new   SVG   based   icon   to   the   library.   

  

  

Use   the    Priority    column   to   increase   or   decrease   an   icon’s   priority,   should   it   appear   to   have   been   
assigned   an   incorrect   icon   on   the    Exploration    canvas.   
Select   the   ‘ Create   Icon ’   button   to   add   a   new   SVG   based   icon   to   the   library.    This   must   be   present   on   
your   workstation   prior   to   opening   the   following   dialog;   

  

Icons   are   normally   created   to   represent   a   node   
category   on   the   canvas   ( Tag   Icons ).   This   will   
make   analysis   of   the   graph   much   easier   to   
understand   for   the   user.   The   exact   Tag   name   will   
be   required.   
In   certain   cases   however,   it   may   be   necessary   to   
assign   an   icon   to   an   individual   node,   this   is   also   
possible   from   this   dashboard   by   selecting   the   
Node   Icons    option   The   exact   Node   label   will   be   
required.   
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Note   New   icons   can   only   be   uploaded   if   they   are   in   an    .svg    format.   
Unfortunately,   no   other   image   type   is   currently   supported.   
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11.   Maintenance   of   Gemini   Explore 
  

Overall   control   and   maintenance   of   Gemini   Explore,   including   tasks   such   as   troubleshooting   and   
upgrading,   are   achieved   from   the   web   interface   of   its   underlying   host.   

Login   to   the   web   interface   of   the    Gemini   Enterprise    instance   chosen   to   host    Gemini   Explore   
(https://< IP   or   DNS   name   of   Explore   instance >)   using   a   web   browser   and   the   credentials   assigned   to   
you.   Refer   to   your   Network   Administrator   for   details   of   any   login   credentials   required   and   accept   the   
certificate   warnings   that   may   present   themselves   during   login(this   is   normal   for   an   https   connection).   

  

From   the   Gemini   Enterprise    Home    dashboard,   select   the   ‘ Explore ’   icon   from   the   left-hand   menu   to   
enter   Gemini   Explore.   

Explore   Components   Resource   Dashboard   
On   selecting   the    Gemini   Explore    icon,   the    Explore   Components    resource   dashboard   is   revealed.     
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This   dashboard   gives   an   overview   of   the   components   that   make   up   Gemini   Explore,   including   CPU   
and   RAM   usage   metrics.   Overall   status   of   each   component   is   represented   by   a   green   checkmark   
under   the   Status   column.   

To   control   a   specific   container,   use   the   vertical   
ellipsis   menu   located   at   the   far   right   of   the   
dashboard.     

This   menu   allows   for   a   start/stop   operation   of   
each   component,   together   with   access   to   a   log   
file   for   that   component,   perhaps   for   
troubleshooting   purposes.   

  

  

Upgrading   Gemini   Explore   

  

At   Gemini   Data,   we   are   constantly   striving   to   improve   our   products.   New   versions   of   Gemini   Explore   
will   be   released   periodically   to   add   new   functionality   and   features.   

It   is   important   to   note   that   the   upgrade   process   will   involve   uninstallation   of   the   current   version   of   
Gemini   Explore   but   that   this   can   be   achieved   with   the   option   of   preserving   its   underlying   data.   This   
means   that   although   Explore   will   be   unavailable   during   the   process   itself,   the   upgrade   can   be   done   
in-between   the   running   of   projects   without   the   loss   of   data,   and   the   Exploration   canvas   will   be   restored   
to   how   it   was   prior   to   the   upgrade.   

Obtain   the   latest   version   of   the    Explore   Install   Pack    from   your   Gemini   representative,   ensure   it   is   
installed   on   your   local   workstation,   then   follow   the   procedure   below;   

Uninstallation   of   Gemini   Explore   
The   current   version   of   Gemini   Explore   must   be   ‘ Stopped ’   and   ‘ Uninstalled ’   prior   to   the   installation   of   
the   latest   version.   

Use   the   ‘ Stop ’   button   to   stop   all   running   
Explore   components.   When   a   blank   screen   
is   returned,   use   the   ‘ Uninstall ’   button   to   
perform   the   uninstall   operation.   

  
  

If   the   existing   project   data   inside   Explore   
is   to   be   preserved,   ensure   that   at   the   
following   prompt   the   ‘ Wipe   saved   data ’   is   
left   unchecked,   otherwise    ALL    data   will   be   
removed!    Use   this   checkbox   only   if   you   
want   to   permanently   uninstall   Explore   
from   this   instance.   

Select   the   ‘ Uninstall ’   button   to   proceed.     
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Installation   of   the   latest   Gemini   Explore   Version   
Following   the   uninstallation   of   the   previous   version   of   Gemini   Explore,   the   screen   will   revert   to   the   
default   request   for   an    Explore   Install   Pack    to   be   uploaded.   
  

  

Use   the   ‘ Upload ’   icon   to   open   your   workstation   dialog   to   locate   the   latest    Explore   Install   Pack    file.   
Use   the   ‘ Upload ’   button   at   the   bottom   of   the   screen   to   upload   the   file   into   Explore.   
An    Install   Components    dashboard   will   be   presented,   listing   component   details   from   the   Install   Pack.   
Use   the   ‘ Install ’   button   at   the   bottom   of   the   dashboard   to   initiate   the   installation.   This   process   will   take   
several   minutes,   but   on   completion   will   show   the    Explore   Components   Resource    dashboard.   
  

12.   Troubleshooting 
  

Issues   during   the   Modeling   Process   
If   a    Data   Input    does   not   reach   ‘ 100%   complete ’,   or   ends   in   a   status   of   ‘Failed’,   it   will   be   necessary   to   
download   and   inspect   the   parser   logs   in   order   to   troubleshoot   the   issue.   

Accessing   the   Parser   Logs   
From   the    Home    screen   of   the    Data   Modeling    dashboard   locate   the   ‘ Download   logs ’   button,   either   
from   the   top   of   the   page   or   within   the   Data   Input   panel   itself.   

  
This   will   download   the   complete   Parser   Log   file   to   your   workstation.   Open   and   scroll   to   the   end   of   this   
file   using   a   suitable   text   editor   and   work   backwards   to   reveal   an   error   message   relevant   to   your   issue.   
Issues   will   normally   fall   within   one   of   three   categories:   

● An   authentication   error   to   your   Splunk   or   SQL   source.   
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Note   To   preserve   all   existing   data,   projects   and   icons,   ensure   that   the   ‘ Wipe   
saved   data ’   checkbox   is   NOT   selected.   
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● A   badly   formatted   command   or   model   that   references   a   non-existing   field/header.   
● A   command   that   is   unable   to   compute   against   the   chosen   model,   perhaps   wrongly   assigned.   

When   the   issue   has   been   found   and   corrected,   if   necessary,   perform   a    Clean-up    operation,   and   re-run   
the   relevant   Data   Inputs   to   re-ingest   the   data.   
  

  
  

Issues   adding   Source   Data   

No   valid   license   found   
The   most   common   issue   here,   is   probably   an   invalid   Explore   Licence.    A   message   resembling   that   
shown   below   will   appear   as   you   attempt   to   start   a   Data   Input   if   a   valid   license   is   unavailable.     

  

Enter   the   following   URL   in   a   spare   browser   tab   for   a   status   report   of   the   License   status   and   its   expiry   
date:     https://<explore_host_instance_IP>:4444/license/summary   
Check   with   your   Network   Administrator   or   contact   Gemini   Support   for   further   assistance.   
  

Resource   Issue   
Suspected   resource   issues   with    Explore ,   can   be   verified   at   the    Explore   Components    resource   
dashboard   located   from   the   Home   dashboard   of   the   hosting   Gemini   Enterprise   instance.     
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Any   required   adjustments   to   resources   must   be   carried   out   by   Gemini   Support   personnel.   Please   see   
Section   13   of   this   guide   for   details.   

Splunk   Data   Source   -   Connection   issues   
When   connecting   Gemini   Explore   to   a   Splunk   resource,   connection   criteria   such   as   host   IP,   and   user   
credentials   have   to   be   correct.    Use   the   available   ‘ TEST ’   button   to   verify   this   connection.     
Potential    HOST:FAILED    messages   usually   fall   into   the   following   categories;   

● Error   401    -   This   is   usually   caused   by   a   username:password   combination   error.   
● Timeout   Failure    -   This   is   usually   caused   by   the   use   of   an   incorrect   IP   address   or   port   (8089   -   

default)   representing   the   Splunk   host.   Check   that   this   can   not   be   reached   by   Gemini   Explore.   
  

  
  

Gemini   Explore   -   General   

Failure   to   display   Nodes   on   the   Canvas   
If   expected   nodes   do   not   appear   on   the   canvas,   follow   these   suggestions;   

● Clear   the   Canvas(e),   and   perform   a   refresh   of   the   web   browser   to   clear   its   cache.   
● Check   that   the    Time   Filter    is   correct.    There   can   be   an   unexpected   date   present   here   that   is   

active   and   preventing   node   discovery.    Change   the   filter   to   ‘ All   Time ’   if   in   doubt.   
● Check   the   Filters   present   in   the    Show    and    Exclude    boxes.    If   in   doubt,   use   the   ‘ Reset’    button   

and   re-enter   the   values   again.   

  
Explore   Components     
It   is   possible   that   one   of   the   individual   components   that   make   up   Gemini   Explore   could   fail.   This   could   
for   instance   mean   that   access   to   Explore   is   unavailable   on   port   9000   due   to   the   demise   of   the   
‘Canvas’   component.   
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Use   the   Explore   Components   resource   dashboard   to   view   the   status   of   all   explore   components.    If   a   
component   is   showing   a   status   of   ‘red’,   it   can   be   restarted   using   the   vertical   ellipsis   menu   at   the   end   of   
row.   

  

For   further   investigation   use   the    Download   logs    option   to   obtain   a   log   file   from   the   offending   
component.    Send   this   log   file   to   contact   Gemini   Support   for   further   investigation.   
  
  
  
  

13.   Additional   Support 
  

To   access   the    Gemini   Support    Documentation   and   Knowledge   Base;   use   the   following   link;   

 http://support.geminidata.com/docs   

To   open   a   support   ticket,   please   visit    https://support.geminidata.com    or   contact   
support@geminidata.com   

Use   this   site   frequently   to   check   for   updates,   patches   and   other   information   related   to   your   instance.     
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Appendix   A   -   Keyboard   Shortcut   keys 
  

Use   the   table   below   for   quick   navigation   of   Gemini   Explore   using   your   keyboard   on   either   a   Mac   or   
Windows   PC.   
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FUNCTION   MAC   OS   WINDOWS   OS   

Deselect   All   d   d   

Isolate   i   i   

Select   All   in   Class   s  s  

Inverse   Selection   w   w   

Select   All   cmd   +   a   ctrl   +   a   

node   Neighbors   -   1   hop   1   1   

node   Neighbors   -   2   hops   2   2   

node   Neighbors   -   3   hops   3   3   

Clear   Canvas   e   e   

Clear   All   cmd   +   e   ctrl   +   e   

Redraw   Graph   r   r   

Group   cmd   +   g   ctrl   +   g   

Ungroup   shft   +   cmd   +   e   shft   +   ctrl   +   e   

Open   Group   cmd   +   o   ctrl   +   o   

Close   Group   cmd   +   p   ctrl   +   p   

Select   esc   esc   

Pan   space   or   n   space   or   n   

Zoom   z  z  

Quickfind   nodes   cmd   +   f   ctrl   +   f  

Maximize   Canvas   cmd   +   enter   ctrl   +   enter   

Back   cmd   +   z   ctrl   +   z   

Undo   alt   +   cmd   +   z   alt   +   ctrl   +   z   
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Appendix   B   -   Tutorial   on   using   Gemini   Explore 
  

Data   Modeling   Tutorial   -   Overview   
In   order   to   explore   the   various   methods   and   options   available   for   modeling   your   data   at   the   Explore   
canvas,   we   have   created   a   couple   of   very   small   CSV   files   based   on   the   neutral   subject   of    Films    and   
Documentaries.   
  

Download   the   following   CSV’s   in   order   to   complete   this   tutorial.     
  

Download   Links:      Films.csv   
         Documentaries.csv   

  

The   table   below   shows   the   first   few   rows   and   headers   from   the    Films.csv ;   
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Redo   shift   +   cmd   +   z   ctrl   +   y   

Zoom   In   cmd   ̀+`   ctrl   ̀+`   

Zoom   Out   cmd   -   ctrl   -   

Zoom   to   All   alt   +   1   ctrl   +   1   

Zoom   to   Selected   alt   +   2   ctrl   +   2   

Toggle   Animation   a   a   

Toggle   node   Labels   alt   +   l   alt   +   l   

Toggle   Timeline   t   t   

Toggle   Theme   (dark/light)   alt   +   i   alt   +   i   

Toggle   Graphs/Comments   alt   +   u   alt   +   u   

Toggle   Search/Data   panel   alt   +   cmd   +   1   alt   +   ctrl   +   1   

Toggle   Profiler   Panel   alt   +   cmd   +   2   alt   +   ctrl   +   2   

film,male_lead_role,female_lead_role,genre,director,duration,released,gross_dom_inc,gross_int_inc,last_updated   
Groundhog   Day,Bill   Murray,Andie   MacDowell,Comedy,Harold   Ramis,101,1993,"1,000,000","1,000,000",17/12/1995   
Groundhog   Day,Bill   Murray,Andie   MacDowell,Comedy,Harold   Ramis,101,1993,"2,000,000","2,000,000",05/12/2019   

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Films.csv
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Documentaries.csv
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The   table   below   shows   the   first   few   rows   and   headers   from   the    Documentaries.csv ;   

  

These   tables   are   almost   identical,   but   will   form   the   basis   of   bringing   multiple   data   sources   into   Explore   
and   connecting   them   at   the   Exploration   canvas.   
  

  
  

Step   1:   Create   a   Data   Input   
1.1 If   you   have   not   yet   logged   into    Gemini   Explore ,   use   a   web   browser   to   locate   the   following   URI   

over   port   9000;   
https://< explore_IP_or_DNS_name >:9000   

  

  

  
Login   using   the   default   credentials:   

● Username:    init@geminidata.com   
● Password:    changeme   

If   necessary,   refer   to   your   Network   Admin   for   
details   of   the   exact   URI,   or   indeed   if   you   find   
that   this   interface   is   unavailable.     
  
  

1.2   From   the    Data   Modelling    dashboard   of    Gemini   Explore ,   select   the   ‘ Add   New ’   button   to   
initiate   the    Data   Input   wizard .   

  

  
  

At   the   first   ‘ Job   Info ’     screen,   a   suitable    Job   Name    is   required   that   can   be   carried   across   into   the   
naming   of   related   components   such   as   a   Model   or   Query.   For   this   reason,   it   is   important   to   use   a   
suitable   naming   convention.   We   recommend   the   following   when   naming   your   Jobs;   
  

 < project_name >_< source_type >_< data_type >   
  

1.3 For   this   tutorial,   enter   the   Job   Name,    Movies-CSV-Films    at   the   prompt   (see   below).   
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Stripes,Bill   Murray,Sean   Young,Comedy,Ivan   Reitman,126,1981,"750,000","1,500,000",17/12/1995   
Stripes,Bill   Murray,Sean   Young,Comedy,Ivan   Reitman,126,1981,"1,450,000","4,000,000",05/12/2019ipii9;8p[]9[p   

documentary,male_lead_role,female_lead_role,genre,director,duration,released,gross_dom_inc,gross_int_inc,last_updated   
Springsteen   &   I,Bruce   Springsteen,,Documentary,Ridley   Scott,124,2013,"125,000","432,000",03/04/2018   
Aliens   of   the   Deep,James   Cameron,,Documentary,James   Cameron,100,2005,"65,000","750,000",03/04/2018   
Touching   the   Void,Joe   Simpson,,Documentary,Kevin   McDonald,206,2003,"5,000,000","13,000,000",12/09/2016   
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Ensure   that   the   appropriate    Source   Type    icon   is   highlighted   in   green.   The    CSV    Source   Type   is   
selected   as   a   default.   
  

1.4 Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   through   the   wizard.   
1.5 In   all   probability,   the   ‘ Select   or   create   source ’   screen   will   be   empty   as   this   is   likely   a   new   

installation.     
Select   the   ‘ +   Create   a   New   Source ’   link   to   reveal   the   screen   below,   and   notice   that   the   
‘ Source   Name ’   has   been   automatically   completed   using   the   Job   Name   entered   previously.    
Using   the   ‘ Drop   CSV   file   or   click   here   to   upload ’   link   will   allow   you   to   navigate   to   the   
Films.csv    file   on   your   workstation   that   was   previously   downloaded.   
  

  
1.6 Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button,   to   move   onto   the   Model   creation   stage   of   the   wizard.   The   screen   is   

again   likely   to   be   empty   of   Models   as   this   is   most   likely   a   new   installation.     
  

Select   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Model ’   link.   
  

1.7 Notice   that   the    Model   Name    has   inherited   the    Job   Name    used   at   the   Source   stage.   
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The    Creator    name   remains   at   ‘Default’,   you   may   add   your   own   name   here   if   desired.   

The    Version    defaults   to   an   initial   value   (1.0)     

Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   begin   the   creation   of   our   first   Model,   ‘ Movies-CSV-Film’s   model ’   

  
1.8 Select   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Node ’   link   to   begin   the   creation   of   your   first   Node.   

At   the   ‘ Select   a   Source   field ’   drop-down   selector,   choose   ‘ film ’   to   be   our   first    Node   
  

  
  

At   the   ‘ Define   Name   Tags ’   box,   enter   ‘ Movie ’   which   will   become   our   generic    Tag    (node   
category)   for   both   films   and   documentaries.   

  
We   have   created   a   new   node,   and   we   shall   now   add   some   useful    Properties    that   will   enhance   that   
Node    on   the   canvas.   These   will   be   carefully   chosen   from   the   available   headers   in   the   CSV   file.     
  

For   our   ‘ Movie ’   node   we   will   add   the   following   properties;     ‘genre’ ,    ‘duration’    and    ‘released’   
  

1.9   Select   the   ‘ +   Add   New   Property ’   button,   and   from   the   ‘ Data   Source   Field ’   drop-down   select   
the   ‘ genre ’   header   from   the   available   list.   
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In   the   ‘ Node   Property   Name ’   box,   enter   ‘ Genre ’   with   a   capital   ‘G’.     
To   create   the   remaining   properties,   select   the   ‘ +   Add   New   Property ’   and   repeat   the   process   
using   the   following   detail;   
  

    

When   completed,   the    Movie    nodes   Properties   should   resemble   the   following;  
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Data   Source   Field   Node   Property   Name   

duration   Duration   

released   Released   

director   Director   

gross_dom_inc   Domestic_Inc   

gross_int_inc   International_Inc   
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We   have   completed   the   Model’s   first    Node    including   some   additional    Property    values,   but   a   Model   
generally   needs   more   than   one   node   to   tell   the   story   of   the   source   data.   We   will   add   more   Nodes   to   
emphasize   this,   in   the   form   of   a    Director ,    Leading_Male    and    Leading_Female    Nodes.   
  

1.10 Select   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Node ’   link,   located   under   our   film   node,   and   from   the    Source   Field   
drop-down   box   select   the   ‘ director ’   header.     
In   the    Tag   definition    box,   define   this   header   with   a    Tag    of   ‘ Director ’   

  

Select   the   ‘ +   Add   New   Property ’   button   to   create   a   single    Property    for   this   node     called   Movie;   
  

  
When   completed,   the    Director    node   should   resemble   the   following;   

  
1.11 Repeat   the   above   section   using   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Node ’   button   to   create   a   Node   for   the   

Leading_Male    and    Leading_Female    actors   using   the   following   detail.     

  
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   in   order   to   add    Relationship    detail   to   the   Model.   
  

1.12 Initially,   there   will   not   be   any   relationships   listed.   Select   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Relationship ’   link   
to   define   a   relationship   between   the    film    and    director    Nodes.     

The   default   position   for   the   wizard   is   shown   below;   
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Data   Source   Field   Node   Property   Name   

film   Movie   

Source   Field   Tag   Definition   Properties   

male_lead_role   Leading_Male   (not   required)   

female_lead_role   Leading_Female   (not   required)   
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Edit   this   relationship   as   follows;   
Use   the    Source   Node    drop-down   to   select   the    director    node.   
Use   the    Target   Node    drop-down   to   select   the    film    node.   
Overwrite   the    Define   Relationship   Label    to   ‘ DIRECTED ’   (note   that   the   usual   format   is   
to   capitalize   a   relationship)     

The   result   should   resemble   the   following;   

  
  

It   is   possible   to   create    Properties    for   a    Relationship    similar   to   those   at   the   Node.   This   will   enhance   
the   output   in   the    Profiler    panel   of   the    Exploration    canvas.   We   will   include   this   at   a   later   stage.   
1.13 Select   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Relationship ’   link   in   order   to   create   our   remaining   relationships   for   

our    Leading_Male    and    Leading_Female    Nodes.   
We   will   create   a   ‘ STARRED_IN ’   relationship   between   the    male_lead_role    and   the    film    (see   
below)   

  
  

Use   the   ‘ +   Create   New   Relationship ’   link   once   more   to   create   the   last   remaining   relationship.   

  
  
  

1.14 Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   preview   the   completed   Model,   the   result   should   resemble   the   
following;   
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Source   Node   Target   Node   Relationship   

female_lead_role   Leading_Female   STARRED_IN   
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1.15 Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   review   the   components   that   have   created   the    Movies-CSV-Films   

data   input.   

  
1.16 Select   the   ‘ Save ’   button   to   acknowledge   the   review   and   save   the   Data   Input.   

  
1.17 Select   the   ‘ Start ’   button   to   initiate   the   ingestion   of   the    Source    Films.csv   file   against   the   Model   

created.   
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During   this   process,   the    Home    screen   will   reappear   showing   the   status   of   Data   Inputs.   

  
  

Verify   that   the    Movies-CSV-Films    data   input   has   completed   successfully.    Use   the   ‘ Download   logs ’   
link   to   download   the   log   file   immediately   after   ingestion   to   observe   the   ingestion   process.     
  

Step   2:   Import   a   Data   Model   
In   order   to   ingest   the   second   of   our   CSV’s   -    Documentaries.csv ,   we   will   use   the    Data   Input   Wizard   
to    import     a   model.   This   will   highlight   the   useful   import/export   capability.   
  

2.1 From   the    Data   Modelling    dashboard   of    Gemini   Explore ,   select   the   ‘ Add   New ’   button   to   
initiate   the    Data   Input   wizard .   

  

2.2 For   our   tutorial,   enter   the   Job   Name,    Movies-CSV-Documentaries    (see   below)   

  
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   move   through   the   wizard.   

  
2.3 Select   the   ‘ +   Create   New ’   link   located   below   the   previous    Movies-CSV-Films   source    entry.     

  

  
From   the   screen   that   follows,   use   the   ‘ Drop   CSV   file   or   click   here   to   upload ’   link   to   navigate   
to   the    Documentaries.csv    file   downloaded   earlier.   
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2.4 At   the    Models    stage,   we   will   use   the   option   to   ‘ import ’   a   model.   First,   use   the   download   link   
below   to   obtain   the   model   and   save   it   to   your   local   workstation.   
 Download   Link:      Movies-CSV-Documentaries-model     

  

  
  

Select   the   ‘ +   Import   Model ’   link   and   locate   the   downloaded   file   -   
Movies-CSV-Documentaries-model .   The   screen   should   resemble   the   following;   
  

  
Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   confirm   the   name   of   the   uploaded   Model.     

Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   again   to   confirm    Nodes    within   the   Model.     
  

  
The   Model   resembles   that   built   for   the   Films.csv   Source,   with   the   exception   of   the   
documentary    header   that   shares   the   same    Tag    called   ‘ Movie’.   

Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   again   to   confirm    Relationships    created   within   the   Model.   
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2.5 Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   preview   the   Model.   

  
2.6 Select   the   ‘ Next ’   button   to   Review   the   configuration.   

  
2.7 Select   the   ‘ Save ’   button   to   acknowledge   the   review   and   save   the   Data   Input.   
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2.8 Select   the   ‘ Start ’   button   to   initiate   ingestion   of   the    Source    ‘Documentaries.csv’   against   the   
Model   created.   
During   this   process,   the    Home    screen   will   reappear   showing   the   status   of   all   Data   Inputs.   

  

  
Verify   that   the    Movies-CSV-Documentaries    data   input   has   completed   successfully.     

  
Step   3:   Viewing   Data   on   the   Exploration   Canvas   
Now   that   both    Data   Inputs    have   been   run,   select    Exploration    from   the    Data   Modelling    menu   to   
reveal   the    Exploration    dashboard.   

The   left-hand    Tags    panel   shows   the    Node   categories    created.   The   number   in   parenthesis   represents   
the   number   of   Nodes   contained   in   each   category.   
  

  
  

3.1 Hover   the   mouse   over   ‘ Movie ’,   notice   an   icon   to   the   right,   select   ‘ + ’   to   add   all   the   movies   to   the   
Exploration   canvas.   The   resulting   canvas   should   resemble   that   below;   
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Because   the   same    Movie    Tag   was   used   to   represent   both    Films    and    Documentaries ,   all   are   seen   
together   here   on   one   screen.    This   is   a   simple   field/header   normalization   technique   that   can   be   
exploited   in   Gemini   Explore.     

All   icons   initially   start   life   as   a   grey   circle.    In   order   to   make   the   canvas   easier   to   read   we   will   
demonstrate   how   to   modify   the   Movie   tag.   

3.2 Hover   the   mouse   over   the   ‘ Movie ’   Tag   and   this   time   notice   more   icons   to   the   right.   Select   the   
one   representing   a   ‘person’   labeled,   ‘ Customize   Appearance ’.   

From   the   screen   that   follows,   select   the   ‘ Gear   Icon’    then   click   on   the   color   swatch   (highlighted   
below)   to   change   the   color   from   grey   to   yellow.     
  

  
  

  

Select   the   ‘ Save ’   button.     
The    Exploration    canvas   should   now   display   resemble   the   following;   

  
  

We   will   now   bring   the   other   Node   categories   onto   the   canvas   to   see   how   they   all   relate   to   one   another.   
3.3 From   the    Tags    panel,   hover   over   each   of   the   remaining    Node   categories    and   add   ( + )   them   all   

to   the   canvas.     
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Press   the   ‘ a ’   key   on   your   keyboard   to   enable   ‘animation’   of   the   display.    This   causes   Nodes   to   
‘ gravitate ’   towards   the   strongest   connections.   The    Exploration    canvas   should   now   resemble   
the   following;   

  

  

Notice   how   the    Movies ,    Directors    and    Actors    are   related,   that    Sigourney   Weaver    and    Bill   Murray   
both   link   two   separate   movies.   Select   any   of   the   Movie   nodes   at   random,   and   observe   the   properties   
in   action   on   the    Profiler    panel.   

  

Step   4:   Modifying   the   Model   
Data   Modelling   is   an   iterative   process   and   the   initial   model   is   usually   the   first   of   many   created   before   
the   final   version   emerges.   

Closer   inspection   reveals   that   there   is   a   problem   with   our   initial   model,   as   two    Properties    of   the   
Movie    tag,    Domestic_Inc    and    International_Inc,    show   only   the   latest   value   in   the    Profiler    panel,   
despite   there   being   other   incremental   values   over   the   years.     

We   can   conclude   from   this   that   having   an   extra    Tag    representing   the   ‘ date   updated ’   would   be   of   great   
benefit.   This   could   then   be   expanded   on   the   canvas   to   show   various   states   of   income   for   a   Movie   over   
the   years.   

Follow   the   instructions   below   to   modify   each   of   our   models   to   include   a   new    Date_Updated    Node   
from   the    last_updated    header   from   the   source   CSV’s.    To   enhance   the   result   at   the   Profiler   panel   we   
will   add   the   following   Properties   to   the   new   Node:   

● gross_dom_inc   
● gross_int_inc   
● film/documentary   
● last_updated   
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Notice   that   this   modification   adds   the    last_updated    field   as   a   Property    and    also   as   a   Node.   This   is   a   
good   way   to   enrich   data   at   the   Profiler   panel,   giving   the   user   more   relevant   information   in   one   place.   

4.1   From   the    Models    menu   of   the    Data   Modeling    dashboard,   select   the    Movies-CSV-Films's   
model    and   enter   edit   mode   using   the   ‘ Edit ’   button.     

Use   the   ( + )   button   to   add   a    New   Node    and   add   the   information   detailed   below:   
  

4.2    Add   a   new    Relationship    for   the   new   Node,   by   switching   to   the    Edges    tab,   and   using   the   ( + )   
button.   
Use   the   drop-down   boxes   to   select   both    Source    and    Target ,   and   add   the    Label;   

 Select   the   ‘ Submit ’   button   to   save   the   amendments.   
  

The   resultant   outcome   should   resemble   that   shown   below   showing   the   extra    Date_Updated   Tag ;   

  
  

4.3 Repeat   the   above   steps   to   add   the   same    Node    and    Relationship    to   the   
Movies-CSV-Documentaries-model ,   but   change   the   ‘ Movie’    property   to   use   that   of   the   
‘ documentary’ ,   as   detailed   below;   
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               source   column/field:     last_updated   
 tags:                                Date_Updated   

  

 Properties:        Name:      Domestic_inc   
          Source:     gross_dom_inc   

  

            Name:      International_inc   
          Source:     gross_int_inc   

  

           Name:      Movie   
          Source:     film   

  

                                     Name:      Date_Updated   
                                    Source:     last_updated   
    

                Source:     film   
 Label:        LAST_UPDATED   

                Target:       last_updated   
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 source   column/field:     last_updated   
 tags:                                Date_Updated   

  

 Properties:    Name:      Domestic_inc   
  Source:     gross_dom_inc   

  

    Name:      International_inc   
  Source:     gross_int_inc   

  

   Name:      Movie   
  Source:     documentary   

  

   Name:      Date_Updated   
  Source:     last_updated   

  
4.4 Perform   a    Clean-up    operation;   

Select   the    Data   Store    menu   from   the    Data   Modeling    dashboard,   and   use   the    Clean-up    button   
to   remove   all   the   ingested   data.   Accept   all   the   prompts   during   the   process   

  
4.5 Return   to   the    Home    menu   option,   and   use   the   ‘ Start ’   link   on   both    Data   Inputs    in   turn   to   

re-ingest   the   data   against   the   modified   models.     
Note   that   the   ‘ Last   run: ’   date   has   been   updated.   

  
4.6 Return   to   the    Exploration    dashboard,   clear   the   canvas(e),   and   add   the    Movie    and   the   

Date_Updated    node   categories   to   the   canvas,   in   order   to   observe   the   effect   (see   below)   
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Step   5:   Customise   the   Model     
So   far,   we   have   used   existing   fields/headers   found   within   the   source   data,   but   we   can   easily   augment   
a   dataset   by   adding   additional    Tags    to   the   data   which   become   new   Node   Categories   on   the   canvas.   

In   our   example   dataset   the   documentary   ‘ Aliens   of   the   Deep ’,   has    James   Cameron    in   both   the   
Director    and    Leading_Male    role.   This   could   also   be   the   case   for   a    Leading_Female    that   is   also   a   
Director   of   the   same   film.   

We   will   therefore   create   a   new   node   category   called   ‘ Artist ’   that   merges   any   Male   or   Female   lead   
roles   that   correspond   with   the   same   Director   name.     
  

5.1 From   the    Models    menu   of   the    Data   Modeling    dashboard,   select   the   
Movies-CSV- Documentaries -model    and   enter   edit   mode   using   the   ‘ Edit ’   button.   

Modify   the    Director ,    Leading_Male    and    Leading_Female    nodes,   to   have   an   extra   ‘ *Artist ’   
Tag.   

  

○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Director    node   
○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Leading_Male    node   
○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Leading_Female    node   

  
5.2 Perform   a   Clean-up   operation:     

Select   the    Data   Store    menu   from   the    Data   Modeling    dashboard,   and   use   the    Clean-up    button   
to   remove   all   the   ingested   data.   Accept   all   the   prompts   during   the   process   
  

5.3 Return   to   the    Home    menu   option,   and   use   the   ‘ Start ’   link   on   both    Data   Inputs    in   turn   to   
re-ingest   the   data   against   the   modified   models.     
Note   that   the   ‘ Last   run: ’   date   is   updated   with   a   new   timestamp.   

  
5.4 Return   to   the    Exploration    dashboard   and   clear   the   canvas   (e).   
  

Use   the    Search    filter     to   locate   the   
Artist    James   Cameron;   
  

            Artist:   James   Cameron   
  

Select   the   ‘ Search ’   button   to   add   this   
node   to   the   canvas,   then   double-click   
the   icon.   
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Note:    By   using   an   asterisk(*)   as   a   ‘prefix’,   this   
signifies   a   ‘ merge ’   action   for   matching   names.   
  

This   can   be   used   to   merge   with   other   datasets   
that   have   an    ‘Artist ’   field.   
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Select   the   ‘ Relationship ’   between    James   Cameron    and   the   documentary    Aliens   of   the   Deep.   
  

  

Observe   that   the    Profiler    panel   now   
shows   that   there   are   two   relationships;   
STARRED_IN    and    DIRECTED   

  

Step   6:   Refine   the   Exploration   Experience   
Small   improvements   and   enhancements   to   the   user   experience   can   always   be   made.   In   this   tutorial,   
the   most   obvious   improvement   that   can   be   made   is   to   replace   the   grey   icons   representing   all   the   node   
categories.   
  

6.1 Hover   over   the    Director    tag   and   select   the   ‘ Customize   Appearance ’   icon   to   open   the   Icon  
and   color   palette.   

    
  

6.2 Select   a   suitable   icon   from   the   group,   and   use   the   color   swatch   to   change   the   color   from   grey   
to   green.     
Select   the   ‘ Save ’   button   to   return   to   the   Exploration   dashboard.   

  
  

6.3 Repeat   this   exercise   with   both   the    Leading_Male    and    Leading_Female    tags.   
  

6.4 Select   the   ‘ Toggle   Theme ’   icon   on   the   canvas    Toolbar    to   offer   the   alternate   white   background.     
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Step   7:   Add   an   Annotation   
Adding   a   text,   image   or   video   annotation   to   individual   Nodes   can   be   useful   as   a   way   to   enhance   the   
overall   experience   on   the   canvas   and   provide   more   detail   where   it   is   required.     

In   this   exercise,   we   will   add   an   image   to   the    Alien    movie   node.   

7.1 From   the   Exploration   canvas,   search   and   locate   the    Alien    node   from   the   Movie   category,   and   
then   open   the   right-click   menu.   

  

  

Select   the   ' Show   Annotations '   option   (or   use   
the   shortcut   key   Cmd-M   /   Ctrl-M).   

  
From   the   panel   that   follows,   select   the   ' +   Add '   
button   located   above   the   list   of   annotation   
types.    
 

  
7.2 This   will   display   the   following   screen   detailing   current   attachments   and   allowing   their   

addition.   Select   the   ‘ + ’   button   to   add   an   image.   Upload   the   aliens.png   file   and   select   the   
Close   button   to   return   to   the   Exploration   canvas.   
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7.3 In   order   to   signal   that   an   attachment   is   present   at   a   node,   a   small   red   dot   is   used.   However,   
this   will   only   be   visible   if   the   ‘ Toggle   Comments ’   (alt-u)   option   has   been   selected   from   the   
Main   Toolbar .   

  
Enable   the   comments   mode   using   the   Toolbar   option,   and   observe   the    Alien    icon.   

  

    

To   view   attachments,   right-click   the   icon   and   select   
the   ‘ Show   Annotations ’   option   opening   the   panel   
opposite.   From   the   internal   sub-menu,   select   the   
Image,   Text   or   Video   as   appropriate.   Click   on   the   
image   to   open   in   a   full-width   view,   click   again   to   
open   in   full-screen   mode.   

  
Use   the   direction   arrows   within   this   panel   to   select   other   annotations   that   may   be   present,   or   
use   the   menu   icon   to   collapse   the   image   and   revert   back   to   the   menu   view.   Close   using   the   ‘ X ’   
in   the   top   right-hand   corner.   

  
Step   8:   Saving   Results   as   a   Saved   Graph   
The    Saved   Graphs    feature   allows   Users   to   share   their   findings   with   others   in   their   Team.     

8.1 Create   a   graph   of   your   choice.     
  

Select   the   ‘ Save ’   button   to   open   the   
save   dialog   screen.   Enter   a   logical   
Name    and   option    Description    for   the   
graph,   and   select   the   ‘ Save ’   button.     

  

  
8.2 Use   the   ‘ Saved   Graphs ’   menu   to   locate   existing   Saved   Graphs.   The   filters   in   the   left   menu   

can   help   to   locate   the   required   graph.   
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